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ON LOCATION

Gateway to Hell or Portal to Paradise?
The gaping, terrifying jaws of hell in Rome’s Via Gregoriana: in Federico Zuccari’s day, the entryway led directly into the garden
of the palazzo that the famous painter commissioned on Pincian Hill for himself and his family in the late 16th century. Long closed
to the public, the palazzo was reopened at the beginning of the year and now serves as a portal to paradise for art historians and
all who are interested in art history. Rising behind lofty heritage-protected walls and barely visible from the street, a compact yet
finely wrought new building is home to a library containing almost 300,000 volumes and the photographic collection of the
Bibliotheca Hertziana.
Bequeathed to the Kaiser Wilhelm Society in the early 20th century by patron Henriette Hertz, the Bibliotheca Hertziana is
celebrating its centennial this year as the Max Planck Institute for Art History. In addition to the Palazzo Zuccari, the centerpiece
of the institute, the current premises also include the neighboring Palazzo Stroganoff and the Villino Stroganoff on the opposite
side of the street. Following the opening of the spectacular new library building designed by Spanish architect Juan Navarro
Baldeweg after more than ten years in construction, the institute library – the only one of its kind in the world – is once again open
to the public and to researchers from around the globe.
Five levels of tiered galleries are grouped around a trapezoidal inner courtyard, providing scholars with light-flooded working
areas. In addition, the windows offer a generous view over the Eternal City: art historians thus have the object of their research
directly before their eyes. A truly paradisiacal garden for academic pursuits.
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Make Science into a TV Series
Research in movies or TV series? Not
a chance – not in Germany anyway!
Yet this is actually an area with huge
potential to crack open the gendertypical study and career choices and
the distance felt (by females) toward
scientific and technical professions
in business and academia.
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Our brain is a work in progress. From childhood to old age, it is continually
modifying its structure and connectivity to support behavioral flexibility
and plasticity (modifiability). Scientists at the Max Planck Institute for
Human Development are examining how the brain is rebuilt in the course
of development. The brains of children are generally more plastic than
those of adults, but recent findings show that structural plasticity is not
entirely lost in adulthood.
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SPOTLIGHT

The Engine of Progress

Archaea are
real survivors
not uncommonly leads to the crucial solutions being uncovered on the back of insights from seemingly distant disciplines
is well illustrated by the following example: Back in the 1960s, scientists were
working with a particular form of microorganisms known as archaea. They are real
survivors and have evolved extraordinary
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strategies to be able to exist under the
most extreme conditions – including high
temperatures and salt concentrations.
In 1971, Dieter Oesterhelt and Walther
Stoeckenius discovered a pigment protein
in the cell membrane of one such species
of archaea, Halobacterium salinarum. They
called it bacteriorhodopsin. Powered by

Protein pumps protons
out of the cell
light, it pumps protons out of the cell, enabling a simple form of photosynthesis.
This was a scientific sensation that even
the renowned German magazine Spiegel
reported on in its March 22, 1976 issue.
Bacteriorhodopsin went on to become
a model object in bioenergetics, membrane and structural biology. Dieter Oesterhelt’s team at the Max Planck Institute
of Biochemistry in Martinsried led the way
with the research work. From the mid1970s onward, more than a hundred publications a year appeared on the subject,
and related proteins were described, such
as halorhodopsin, a chloride pump, which
is also light activated.
Thirty years after the discovery of
bacteriorhodopsin, Max Planck scientists
Peter Hegemann, Georg Nagel and Ernst
Bamberg hit upon a light-activated ion
channel through which calcium ions flow
into the cell interior in the single-celled
green alga called Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. A few years later, American scientist Karl Deisseroth from Stanford University succeeded in introducing these channels, known as channelrhodopsin, into
the cells of other organisms – including

Photo: Axel Griesch

Innovation, according to scientists from
the WZB Berlin Social Research Center, is
the buzzword of the decade. But what
does the word actually mean? In his book
The Theory of Economic Development, first
published in 1911, Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter came up with a pragmatic definition and spoke of the “carrying out of new combinations,” which
doesn’t lead steadily and in small steps to
the improvement of what we already have,
but improves it by leaps and bounds. Innovations are new and different means to
combine the “things and forces” within our
reach. But how do we arrive at these “new
and different combinations”?
Every genuine innovation involves the
“paradox of searching.” New York sociologist David Stark describes it thus: “When
you don’t know what you’re looking for,
but you recognize it when you find it.”
Consequently, genuine innovators don’t
know what objective it is they’re looking
for, so the only thing that helps is to take
action with a view to finding it. In science,
this kind of searching is called “research.”
The fact that a search process of this
kind takes place on a long timeline and

PETER GRUSS

mammals – through genetic manipulation,
and in activating them with light there.
The ability to implant light-activated
pigment proteins like halorhodopsin and
channelrhodopsin means that scientists
can now intervene undisturbed in the
communication between nerve cells, and
the research of the relationships between
the activity of specific neural networks
and discrete cognitive processes is now,
for the first time ever, realistically within
reach. Light-activated ion channels and
pumps form the foundation of the new, already multi-award-winning field of optogenetics. However, they also open the
door to medical applications.
Based on these methods, many new
findings have already come to light on diseases like Parkinson’s, autism, schizophrenia, drug dependency and depression. In

Transformation
in the retina
cooperation with Fovea Pharmaceuticals,
a subsidiary of Sanofi, scientists at the
Max Planck Institute of Biophysics in
Frankfurt are working to develop channelrhodopsin to such a stage that it can be
used to transform nerve cells in the retina
of the human eye into light-sensitive cells
in a bid to give almost blind or completely
blind individuals back their sight.
This is still a long way off, but it does
serve as a striking contemporary example
of how unconventional ideas come about
by taking a detour around existing theories and thinking outside of the box. However, developing an idea to the point at
which it can be turned to account requires

a social environment – scientists from
other institutions and dynamic industry
partners alike.
Innovation is never the work of a single
genius alone. Even though it often takes
years, if not decades, for the application po-

Basic research
pays off
tential of an idea to be tapped, the underlying “search process” – in other words, the
basic research – is indispensable. After all,
companies can’t establish explicit opportunities for differentiation and build up competitive edge out of basic technologies.
Groundbreaking new technologies, in contrast – those that set the path for technological progress – hold the prospect of considerable (potential) competitive advantages for the commercial enterprises involved.
The economic effects of basic research
are enormous; it’s just that they can’t be
economically quantified or allocated in
the usual manner. Those who increasingly seek to make the direct economic value
added of basic research into a criterion for
funding decisions would do well to remember this. Basic research isn’t a machine into which we can insert one taxpayer-financed euro in one end so that
two euros in revenue come out at the other end. Nevertheless, it remains the real
engine of creative innovation.

Peter Gruss,
Presid
Presidentt off the Max Planck Society
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Strengthening Cutting-Edge Research throughout Europe
Peter Gruss holds talks in the Czech Republic and Hungary

In early March, Max Planck President Peter Gruss met with
high-ranking representatives of scientific organizations and
ministries in Prague and Budapest to discuss the Teaming
Excellence concept designed to strengthen cutting-edge research in the European Union. The basis for the talks was a
white paper drafted by the Max Planck Society in collaboration with eight other leading European research organizations. The white paper is aimed at political decision-makers
who are currently engaged in EU-level negotiations to determine the form of Horizon 2020, the future European
framework programme for research and innovation.

The key component of the initiative is the joint development of centers of excellence. These will be established by
regions with the potential for outstanding science, working
together with leading research institutions. “However, Teaming Excellence will benefit us in Europe only if we recognize
and consistently exploit win-win situations. When it comes
to specifics, we must identify subject areas in which certain
substantive prerequisites for excellent research are already
present. And in addition to the investment needed to establish such centers, sustainable funding must be available to
operate them,” commented Peter Gruss.
Regional research partners would
thus be well advised to coordinate
their individual research interests with
their national governments, as prescribed by the EU in its Smart Specialisation Strategy concept for future support from the structural fund. Hungary
and the Czech Republic are among the
countries that could profit from such
an initiative. “This would give a boost
to each country’s own scientific excellence – and expanding the cutting edge
would also strengthen the competitiveness of the European Research Area on
the global level,” the Max Planck President emphasized.

A Roundworm Named Pristionchus maxplancki
Max Planck researchers discover a previously unknown species in Japan
Roundworms are small, inconspicuous creatures. Probably the best known among them
is Caenorhabditis elegans, which has made a
name for itself as a model organism. With just
959 cells, it is an ideal object of study for developmental biologists, who began tracing
the origins of every one of these cells back in
the 1960s. Ralf Sommer, Director at the Max
Planck Institute for Developmental Biology
in Tübingen, has since introduced a second
roundworm as a model: Pristionchus pacificus.
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His aim is to identify the molecular stages that
lead, in the course of evolution, to a new phenotype. The interesting thing about Pristionchus is that its larvae spend a part of their development with beetles, which they identify
with the aid of specific scents. In Japan, the
scientists have now encountered a new example that, based on its morphological and molecular characteristics, must be an entirely new
species. Its name leaves no doubt as to the origins of its discoverers: Pristionchus maxplancki.

30 μm

Photo: MTA (top); MPI for Developmental Biology – Jürgen Berger (bottom)

Dialog in Budapest: Max Planck
President Peter Gruss in discussion
with József Pálinkás, President of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

PERSPECTIVES

“All in the same boat”
The good ship Science sets sail with a new interactive exhibition

The holds that once carried coal and
containers are now stacked with the
latest in scientific research. The good
ship Science – MS Wissenschaft – has
another unusual cargo this summer.
The 600 square meters of displays
packed onboard this converted river
barge offer families, school groups and
anyone who wants to experience science with a sense of fun the chance to
enjoy lots of interactive exhibits focusing on the theme of the 2013 Year of
Science: demographic change.
The keynote of this Year of Science
is short and to the point: “We are living
longer. There are fewer of us. And we are
becoming more diverse.” Research has
an important role to play in appreciating the opportunities that this change
brings with it, and in actively shaping
the fundamental shifts it entails in society and in the lives of every individual.
The exhibition entitled “All in the same
boat” offers visitors a taste of numerous
research projects that study different aspects of demographic change, including
the work of four Max Planck institutes:
The Max Planck Institute for Human
Development presents its REaD project
(Reading Education and Development),
which looks at multi-religious and multiethnic societies in order to shed light on
global migration patterns.

From the end of April until mid-September, the exhibition ship MS Wissenschaft will drop anchor
in a total of 40 towns and cities on the Rhine, Main and Danube rivers and a host of canals in
Germany and Austria. Entry is free of charge.

The two art history institutes, the KHI in
Florence and the Bibliotheca Hertziana
in Rome, have, as in the past, developed
a joint exhibit for the MS Wissenschaft.
It uses works of art to highlight demo-

graphic relationships against the mirror
of different times and different societies.
Opening times, tour schedules and
further information are available at:
www.ms-wissenschaft.de

Research Doesn’t Have to Be Heavy

Photos: WiD/T. Gabriel/3pc (top)

MaxPlanckResearch is now available in a tablet version
The Max Planck Society’s science magazine is now available in an electronic version for
tablets and smartphones. The eMagazine is available for the Apple iPad and Android devices, and is easy to download free of charge from the relevant stores. Or if you prefer to
read MaxPlanckResearch on the screen of your desktop PC, the magazine is also available on the Max Planck Society website. There are also videos, animations and podcasts
to supplement the topics in the print version of the magazine. Users can discover firsthand the driving forces behind the science of today and tomorrow – whenever and wherever they wish.
Desktop version: www.mpg.de/mpresearch
Tablet version: www.mpg.de/mpr-mobile
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Science on the Silver Screen
Disneynature movie “Chimpanzee” premieres in Germany on May 9

For 33 years now, Christophe Boesch, Director at
the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, has been studying the lifestyle
and unique culture of the chimpanzees in the Taï
National Park in western Ivory Coast. He and his
team have amassed a huge collection of observations – enough material for a movie script. The
two directors and producers Alastair Fothergill and
Mark Linfield, best known for their film “Earth,”
have turned this material into a Disneynature
film. The project would not have been possible
without the support of local workers and the scientists’ expertise. So “Chimpanzee” is more than
just a charming family film – it is actually an exciting glimpse of research in action. And if you
would like to take a look behind the scenes, there
is plenty of information, including clips and photos: www.schimpansen.mpg.de (in German only).
Christophe Boesch has spent years living and working in
the Taï National Park. Today, his main focus is on protecting
these primates against the risk of extinction.

Max Planck Society Ranks among Top Employers

The news magazine FOCUS took a close
look at 370 companies spanning a total of
17 different sectors. This group was filtered out of an initial 820 employers
whose workers were surveyed via the career network Xing by statisticians appointed by FOCUS. Only those who scored
well in the first test made it to the second
round, in which 6,300 employees of all
ages and all hierarchy levels were asked to
rate their employer. The
assessment criteria included image and social
responsibility, but also
pay and recognition of
work performed, as well
as career opportunities.

All of these things are governed by somewhat different rules at the Max Planck Society, which is funded by German taxpayers and is subject to the civil service
regulations on pay and conditions, unlike
in private sector companies that manufacture popular consumer products. The latter accounted for the bulk of the awardwinning employers – among the top ten
alone, five were automobile manufacturers. The Max Planck Society came in in
13th place in the overall rankings, making it – and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
in 14th place – the only publicly funded
institutions in the top 100. In the “Research and Consulting” category, the Max
Planck Society was ranked in first place.

The Max Planck Society ranked 13th in the Focus list of 370 German
companies. In the “Research and Consulting” category, it leads the field
in first place.
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Focus magazine publishes a list of 370 German companies
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New Technology for Animated Film Specialists
It will soon be easier to transfer movie heroes into virtual worlds with even greater realism

Hollywood spends a lot of time and
money chasing monsters in virtual reality. Now scientists at the Max Planck
Institute for Informatics in Saarbrücken have developed a process to significantly simplify such scenes. The actors
are filmed on camera wearing their
normal clothing. Their movements are
then analyzed by a computer running
special software, and the movement
skeleton is transferred to a virtual figure. But rather than the dozens of cameras required for the animations made
in Hollywood, the new process needs
only five to twelve ordinary video cameras. The computer calculates movements so fast that they can be transferred directly to the animated figure
with no time delay.
The computer scientists have also
further refined the computational process, which has since been patented. It
can now even cope with scenes involv-

Ordinary cameras are used to film actors wearing their normal clothing. Special computer software
then analyzes their movements and transfers these as a movement skeleton to a virtual figure.

ing several persons whose body parts
are superimposed one upon another in
the recorded images. Surface details
can also be captured so precisely that
the drape of the actors’ costumes can
be reproduced with completely realistic accuracy – something that no other computer program in the world has
managed to date.

As a result, the new technology also has
numerous applications outside of the
film and game industries. Athletes can
use it to analyze individual movements
without the distraction of markers attached to their body. TV sports journalists could even deliver a live commentary
on every movement made, for example,
by a high jumper or discus thrower.

Cancer Drugs Clear the Next Hurdle

Photos: MPI for Informatics (top), MPI of Biochemistry – Axel Ullrich (bottom)

Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Lead Discovery Center GmbH and Qurient sign licensing agreement

To activate the AXL kinase and pass its signal on to the cell nucleus,
an external signaling substance (blue) must bind with the internal
energy carrier ATP (green). The inhibitors (orange) prevent the signal
from being passed on by blocking the ATP binding sites.

Cancer is the second most frequent cause of human mortality,
claiming around 7.6 million lives every year. And the demand for
effective drug treatments continues to rise. Most cancer patients
die because individual tumor cells spread throughout the body,
forming metastases. Now scientists at the Max Planck Institute
of Biochemistry in Martinsried and their partners at the Lead Discovery Center GmbH have entered into an agreement with South
Korean firm Qurient Co., Ltd. to license a group of substances they
have been working on for some years – AXL kinase inhibitors.
These are designed to specifically and selectively attack metastasizing drug-resistant tumors.
The AXL kinase is a receptor protein found on the surface of
numerous cell types. It is able to recognize special signal substances that play a key role in the survival and migration of cells.
The scientists have demonstrated that fewer metastases are
formed if the kinase is deactivated. Qurient will gradually introduce the substances tested in preclinical and clinical trials. If the
experiments and clinical studies are successful, a drug based on
the new ingredients could be available by the end of the decade.
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From Idea to Industry
Future Dialogue in Moscow focuses on the conditions required for innovation
Animated discussion: Max Planck
President Peter Gruss, moderator
Delia Meth-Cohn and Dmitry
Anatolyevich Medvedev, Prime
Minister of the Russian Federation
(from left).

versities, incubators, new business founders and high-tech
industry is a key factor. Russia
is about to put this to the test:
The Future Dialogue took place
on the site of the Skolkovo Innovation Center that is even
now being established. Several
representatives of the Skolkovo
Foundation also took part in
the conference. In the coming
years the state will be investing
almost three billion US dollars in this project. Numerous international concerns have already agreed to participate,
among them Intel, Microsoft, Nokia, Siemens and Boeing. The
scientific centerpiece is the Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology, which is being modeled on MIT.

On the Net

Blogging about Life as
an Anthropologist
Kerstin Hoppenhaus is a filmmaker and
freelance science journalist. She shared
the credits with Markus Imhoof for the
film “More than Honey,” which documented the worldwide collapse of honey bee populations. From April through
June, she will be working at the Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, and she will be keeping
readers up to date with life at the Leipzig
institute in her blog #iEVA. Her main
interest lies in research as a process, at
the end of which there (maybe) lies a
result. Texts, photos, interviews and
video clips will be supplemented with
articles in various media, including,
for example, the newspaper Die Zeit.
www.scilogs.com/i_eva
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Outstanding Nature Photography
The close-up of the gleaming blue featherless head of a southern cassowary fairly resonates with color, its beak pecking at the equally blue berries of an eleocarpus. This image of the flightless cassowary, native to New Guinea and Northern Australia, earned nature photographer Christian Ziegler, a member of the
Board of Trustees of the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, the World Press
Award 2013 in the Nature/Individual photo category. The population of these
birds is under threat from feral pigs, which eat the eggs and chicks, as well as
from speeding road traffic. Furthermore, in New Guinea, the double-wattled
cassowary is hunted for its feathers, which are used in ceremonial headdresses.
www.worldpressphoto.org/awards/2013/nature/christian-ziegler
Oceanic Heat Pump
What better way to prepare for tropical storms or droughts? Jochem Marotzke of
the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology is investigating the fluctuations in the
Atlantic Ocean currents that are critical in determining these extreme climate
conditions. On the basis of simulations, he can precisely predict them through to
2014. Two new videos available through our film portal describe the methods our
Hamburg-based climate researchers use, and the climate models that underpin
their work. www.mpg.de/7049266/ocean

Photo: Siemens

“The Innovation Engine –
From Science to Solutions”:
That was the theme of this
year’s Future Dialogue, the
fourth in an annual series of
conferences organized by
Siemens and the Max Planck
Society. Early in April, guests
from across the world converged on Moscow, among
them leading researchers from
Harvard and MIT, political decision-makers, and journalists
and representatives of industry. They discussed how to
bring together a critical mass
of cutting-edge researchers,
dynamic business enterprises
and new business startups to turn creative ideas into marketable solutions. Innovation is, after all, the crucial driving
force behind economic growth.
Success stories such as that of America’s Silicon Valley clearly demonstrate that close geographic proximity between uni-
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VIEWPOINT_Media Policy

Make Science
into a TV Series
Research in movies or TV series? Not a chance – not in Germany anyway! Yet this is actually
an area with huge potential to encourage young people to go into the sciences. After all,
despite all of the politically instigated job market, educational and equal opportunity
and career choices and the distance felt (by females) toward scientific and technical professions
in business and academia. What is needed is a dialogue between science and fiction – as is
practiced very successfully in the US.
TEXT MARION ESCH

W

hat is it that makes movies and TV
series interesting for science communication? It’s more than just
the fact that they have much greater reach than traditional forms of
science communication, appealing even to sections
of the population with little interest in education.
As a number of different studies have found, movies

Television – Inspiration
for a dream job
and TV series also have a stronger and more enduring impact on education relating to professional
roles than do information-based media and communication formats.
Our own studies in this context found that more
young people claim to have discovered their dream
job through watching TV series and motion pictures
than through information-based, non-fictional media offerings, career studies classes or any career guidance available from career information centers, pro-
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fessional associations, companies or universities.
However, they also indicate that the range of professions depicted in fictional programs is extremely limited and gender-typical.
In actual fact, the fictional formats broadcast by
the five major German channels in 2009 and 2011
featured only 2 percent of characters who had a
technical job and just 1.7 percent with a job in the
natural sciences – and jobs in STEM disciplines were
overwhelmingly represented by men. (STEM is the
acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics.)
This picture has remained unchanged for the past
ten years, as confirmed by a comparison against
analyses conducted by the Institute for Employment
Research. Unlike in journalism, there is no recognizable trend toward more STEM and equal opportunities here. What’s more, women are still underrepresented in professional STEM roles. They are portrayed
chiefly in gender-typical occupations. Traditional
role models persist: women are, of course, actively
employed, but they are not defined by their professional role.
The studies also show that the virtual non-existence of STEM and women in STEM professions is primarily a hallmark of German-made productions. In

Collage: designergold, based on original material from 123RF (background) and Cinetext (4) RM, JS, Haeselich, Bruder/Cinetext/Dorothee Falke (2)

measures, there has been hardly any progress in cracking open the gender-typical study

VIEWPOINT_Media Policy

Doctors, lawyers, police officers: The professional clichés in German movies and TV series are still
the same as they ever were. Scientists, let alone female ones, are pretty much never seen on TV.
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the American TV series and movies predominantly
broadcast on commercial channels, in contrast,
STEM-related subjects and settings are on the rise.
No longer are STEM characters, male and female,
portrayed as protagonists and action heroes only in
the science fiction genre, in crime series, spy thrillers, disaster movies and dramas. They are now increasingly found in the animation genre and in
comedy formats, such as the highly successful sit-

Many US formats have substantial
STEM educational content
com The Big Bang Theory. Many of these formats,
which sprang from the ranks of so-called American
quality TV, have a decidedly pronounced STEMbased educational content.
The work of American physicist Paul Halpern, for
instance, points to the astonishing variety and correctness of scientific ideas featured in the world’s
most successful animated comedy series, The Simpsons. Young people, and particularly young women,
are fascinated by the forensic methods employed by
mathematicians, computer scientists, natural scientists and engineers in their investigative work in
American crime dramas. Series like CSI: Vegas have
triggered a run on the corresponding study paths and
occupations in many countries around the world –
especially among young women.
In Germany, professors of medicine, such as Jürgen Schäfer, are harnessing the substantial med
school content and enormous audience popularity of
the series Dr. House to the benefit of medical schools.
Studies by British biologist and media scholar David
Kirby attest to the fact that movies with STEM subjects at their core can even inspire scientists to embark on research and development projects, provoke
scientific controversies and foster a willingness for
political involvement.
Indeed, movies and TV series in which STEM topics and figures feature prominently are favorites
among the young audience in particular. This indicates that, far from diminishing the entertainment
value and audience enjoyment, highly educational
content is in fact a major success factor. These exam-
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ples are evidence that it’s possible to attain good audience ratings without sacrificing quality.
German media legislation assigns the country’s
public service media an educational and cultural
mandate. In practice, however, there is a lack of consensus among public service broadcasters when it
comes to the entertainment media fulfilling educational functions and informing people about realworld problems. Our own anonymous surveys of film
and television professionals on the function, mandate and quality of fictional TV entertainment, and
on the reasons why STEM is practically non-existent
in German motion pictures and TV series, indicate
the exact opposite.
It is, in fact, representatives in those same public
service broadcasting corporations who stress the fact
that fictional entertainment should enable the audience to relax and get away from real-world problems.
Quote: “When we tell a story, we like to make it suitable for a bit of escapism [...] And with everything
that science and technology signifies, one needs to
do a bit of learning and understanding. If we want to
properly tell a story about that, we need to get the
facts right. And that’s a little bit, well, not exactly
painful, but it’s a little bit tiring.”
Then why should media-makers tire themselves
when they can get great broadcast ratings with saccharine-sweet and escapist programming? They consciously accept that this ratings success accommodates principally the older, over-60s age group, and
that younger audiences, including teens, are turning
to the American quality TV formats that they find on
the commercial channels.
In practice, broadcast ratings success has become
the key measure of performance for any programs
with fictional narratives, unlike journalistic programming. Consequently, not only is there no incentive
to bother about the minority interests of young people in an aging society and to seriously enter into
competition with the commercial stations and American quality TV series, but the one-sided focus on
measuring performance against ratings success apparently also promotes an attitude of sticking to triedand-tested formats, eschewing risky innovations and
avoiding investing in the development of new material. Film-industry professionals therefore refrain
from addressing relevant and controversial real-world
topics that could bring them into conflict with influential groups in society.

Collage: designergold, based on original material from 123RF (background) and Cinetext (4) RM, JS, Haeselich, Bruder/Cinetext/Dorothee Falke (2)

Fictional programming suffers from a lack of (self-)
binding principles as regards the topicality, relevance,
variety and balance of topics, genres and professional and social settings. This invites producers to tailor
their choice of storylines to their own tastes and personal preferences, making these a benchmark for the
assumed interests of the audience.
Surveys on this subject have shown that the reasons why STEM-related subjects, professions and settings are practically non-existent are far more diverse
than merely the focus on escapist themes and the assumed tastes of the over-60s audience base. Our own
surveys demonstrate that, not only do film industry
professionals show little awareness of the problem of
STEM worlds and women in gender-atypical STEM
professions being practically non-existent, and of the
inadvertent effect this has on the career paths on
which young people embark, but the majority of
them also admit to having very limited knowledge of
STEM-related topics and professional worlds.
The surveys also found that the film industry,
where people come from predominantly artistic and
cultural backgrounds, is full of exceedingly clichéd
ideas about STEM jobs. In particular, some of the editors of public service programming display a skeptical attitude toward science and technology.
For instance, we asked a senior editor for TV movies at a public service broadcasting corporation what
the main reasons could be for the world of STEM professions barely featuring in fictional productions
made in Germany – despite their social relevance. Her
answer? “Science and technology, those words, make
such a cold impression. And they leave most viewers
cold, too [...] I don’t want to make a TV movie on a
scientific topic and explain in great detail how it all
fits together. No one would be interested in that, not
even me [...] Child poverty is a topic that affects me
much more deeply than the knowledge that there’s
a lack of scientists out there.”
According to a project developer at one of a public
service broadcaster’s own big production firms: “You
know, there are certain professions in TV series like lawyers, park rangers, pastors, actors, doctors, and of
course these are jobs that are seen as socially relevant
or exemplary, in whatever way. These are ethical values, firmly embedded in society and producing role
models whose examples people want to follow.” She
goes on to fundamentally question the social relevance
and the value and benefit of STEM sciences and jobs.

Although the American movies and TV series on the
commercial stations in Germany showcase the fact
that STEM offers subject matter for movies and TV
series with audience appeal in all genres, most of the
decision makers, of both genders, whom we surveyed
in the entertainment divisions of public service
broadcasters cite the following reasons for the fact
that these topics aren’t featured: they’re too abstract,
too intellectually demanding, too dry. Moreover,
STEM scientists are too unemotional and boring, and
there is too little public interest in them. Furthermore, they claim, STEM topics, settings and characters lack relevance to people’s everyday lives, and
they can neither be serialized nor visualized.
In contrast, American film and television professionals point out that STEM enriches the storylines,
on the one hand, with socially relevant topics and
new character types with unusual attitudes and values, competencies and methods that are typical in

Too challenging, too dry and not
relevant to everyday life …
the science world. On the other hand, STEM offers
new visual presentation opportunities, ways of visualizing what is beyond everyday human perception.
As we have seen, awareness of the social role of
STEM sciences and STEM knowledge is conspicuously underdeveloped, and clichéd ideas dominate,
among film and television professionals and programming decision makers who come from predominantly artistic and cultural backgrounds and/or
have been educated in the humanities and social sciences. That is why scientific organizations are emphatically pressing for film and television professionals, not only journalists, to be addressed as a
new target group in the scientific dialog, and for adequate formats to be developed for the dialog between science and fiction.
Whereas science journalism in Germany has become a profession in its own right, fictional programming has seen neither the establishment of any specialized editorial and department structures nor the
development of opportunities for education and
training for authors, producers and editors.
>
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Even production technology
can benefit
STEM. Large and traditional STEM research funding
organizations, such as the Sloan Foundation, foster
the development of ambitious STEM material, working in conjunction with places such as the Sundance
Lab, and also offer film academies incentives to deal
with those subjects.
Public service broadcasters in Germany are under increasing pressure to demonstrate the “public
value” they provide to the audience with their feefinanced fictional television entertainment. They
are also being pushed to make intensive efforts to
win younger audience segments since the introduction of the per-household fee. This should make stations more willing to sharpen their profile with
quality (STEM) TV formats. After all, they have seen
in the experience from across the Atlantic how the
American channels won back younger audience segments, and – especially – well-educated ones that
have a great deal of purchasing power, not with escapist, saccharine-sweet offerings, but with quality
TV programming.
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THE AUTHOR
Dr. Marion Esch studied media
science, political science and
comparative education at the TU
Berlin, where she also did her
doctoral work at the Institute of
Media Studies. She was a senior
scientist from 1996 through 2002
and served on the board of the
European Academy for Women in
Politics and Business (EAF) from
2003 through 2005. Since 2002
she has been assistant professor at TU Berlin’s Institute for
Machine Tools and Factory Management (IWF). She is head
of the MINTiFF initiative (MINT in Fictional Formats, MINT
being the German equivalent of STEM: Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics).

THE INITIATIVE
With the support of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, and in cooperation with the FraunhoferGesellschaft, the Helmholtz Association and the Max
Planck Society, MINTiFF tests new formats for exchange
and dialog between science and fiction and offers support
for ambitious and innovative projects to develop material
with STEM at its core. It funds ambitious projects for German TV movies and series centering on STEM topics by providing material development fellowships of 10,000 euros
plus integrated advice from renowned STEM scientists
awarded in the context of MINTiFF ideas contests.
The success of the initiative to date is expressed in
more than just the considerable demand for exchange, dialog, advice and support that has come from film and television professionals. In spite of the lengthy development and
production lead times involved in television productions, a
first fellowship-funded sequel of the crime series Tatort has
already found its way onto German TV screens, and two
other TV movie projects funded by fellowships are currently under development.

Collage: designergold, based on original material from 123RF (background) and Cinetext (4) RM, JS, Haeselich, Bruder/Cinetext/Dorothee Falke (2)

In the US, in contrast, highly successful and well
known film and television professionals actively involve scientific advisors in all phases of developing
and producing their STEM material. Even leading organizations from the American science world and entertainment industry are keen to take part in the dialogue. The National Academy of Sciences, for
instance, initiated the Science and Entertainment Exchange, which puts film and television professionals
in touch with scientific advisors and stages a range
of events to foster dialogue and exchange between
science and fiction.
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, which awards the coveted Oscars, organizes
events to raise awareness of how science enriches
content development and film production technology. By the same token, it also addresses how movies themselves can inspire scientific research and development and get young people interested in
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FOCUS_The Flexible Brain

Memories Leave
Their Traces
In the early days, only a small path connected the Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology in
Martinsried with the outskirts of Munich. Now a huge biocampus is located on the periphery of
Munich, and the path has been transformed into a wide road. According to Tobias Bonhoeffer,
learning and memory function in a very similar way: intensively used pathways are expanded,
while unimportant routes and dead ends are eliminated.

T

he German city of Friedrichshafen had a Brazilian feel
about it on April 1, 1984.
Two days later, the German
national newspaper BILD ran
the headline “Rio at Lake Constance!”
The reason for the euphoria: the city’s
volleyball team had emerged victorious
over the frontrunners, Sindelfingen, securing its promotion into Germany’s
first volleyball division, the Bundesliga.
The two teams battled it out for almost
four hours before the home team
wrapped up the fifth set and, with it,
the longest volleyball match in the history of the Bundesliga. The losing players were bitterly disappointed. Among
them was 24-year-old Tobias Bonhoeffer, at the time playing for the VfL Sindelfingen as well as member of the junior national team of Germany, and
now Director at the Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology in Martinsried.
The opportunity for revenge came
ten years later. The opponents from the
1984 game met once again for a friend-
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ly match. “After the game, my muscles
ached more than ever before – probably because I wanted to play and move
the same way I did when I was an active player, but my muscles were no
longer up for it,” says Bonhoeffer in
retrospect. So the skills from his earlier years were still stored in his brain,
only the rest of his body couldn’t perform as it used to. This experience
sums up what has been driving Bonhoeffer since the beginning of his scientific career: how does the brain store
what it has learned?

SYNAPSES AS
DATA STORAGE UNITS
Unlike artificial storage media such as
hard disks or DVDs, the brain doesn’t
use magnetism or lasers to hold information. Instead, the brain consists of
countless nerve cells, which send electrical impulses from one cell to the next
by way of so-called synapses. At these
points, the nerve fiber or “axon,” which

conducts information from a nerve cell,
meets the branched, tree-like input ‘antennae’ of another cell – the dendrites.
At the synapse itself, the electrical signal is transmitted with a chemical neurotransmitter from one cell to the next.
Synapses do more than transfer impulses: they are also responsible for
storing information in the brain. They
can conduct the electrical signals from
one cell to the next with varying intensity, in other words, they can enhance
or reduce the signals. In this way, the
brain strengthens frequently used connections between cells and weakens
those that are used less frequently.
Known as synaptic plasticity – experts
also refer to it as synaptic long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) – this is the mechanism that
enables the brain to learn.
The effects of learning and memory
can therefore be measured electrically
at the synapses. But not only that: they
also leave anatomical traces in the
brain. Together with his fellow scientist

Photo: MPI of Neurobiology
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This laser microscopic image shows the diversity
of synaptic spines on a dendrite in a hippocampal
nerve cell: The stubby, mushroom-like or filamentous
spines carry the points of contact with other cells
(not visible here).

Florian Engert, Bonhoeffer was one of
the first to see such traces with his own
eyes at the end of the 1990s. They observed how new connections between
nerve cells were made when information is stored in the brain.
This was made possible by a novel
microscopy technology that had just
emerged at that time – two-photon microscopy. With this technology, a laser
beam scans an object layer by layer and
excites a fluorescent dye. A computer reassembles the fluorescent light from every layer to form a three-dimensional
image. Unlike previous microscopes,
the laser beam of the two-photon microscope doesn’t damage nerve cells,
which means that scientists can observe
living cells much more effectively.
Bonhoeffer’s team initially used the
technology on neurons from cell cultures. The scientists were interested
mainly in the effect of synaptic long-
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term potentiation on “dendritic spines,”
small protrusions on the branched dendrites of the cells and their cell bodies.
They contain the receptor part of the
synapses. The transmitter part is located
on the axon of the preceding cell, separated by a tiny gap. When strengthening or weakening of synapses modifies
the connections between nerve cells,
this should be visible on the spines.

CELLS WITH MYRIADS
OF CONTACTS
A dendritic spine never exists on its own,
however: one nerve cell can have tens of
thousands of spines. This enormous
number is one of the reasons why it is so
difficult to track anatomical changes at
the synapses. After all, nobody knows
which synapses connect certain nerve
cells in the brain and which spines
would then change as a result.

Nevertheless, in a groundbreaking experiment, the scientists in Martinsried
succeeded in tracking what happened
at the spines in real time. Their strategy was to first suppress the electrical activity of the nerve cells using a chemical inhibitor. Next, they washed the
inhibitor out of a tiny area of the tissue
using a flushing system and induced
synaptic long-term potentiation. This
enabled them to significantly limit the
number of relevant synapses and observe that strengthening the connections causes new spines to grow.
In subsequent studies, the neurobiologists proved that the newly formed
spines actually carry synapses, and that
the transmitting terminals belonging
to the spines on the axons are similarly modified. It was thus clear that particularly active nerve cells not only
change the strength of their synapses,
but can even form completely new

Photo: Felix Brandl

Tobias Bonhoeffer (left) and Volker Scheuss plan a new beam path for a two-photon laser microscope. The laser must,
with submillimeter-precision, hit mirrors and lenses before it reaches the microscope.

FOCUS_The Flexible Brain

Photos: MPI of Neurobiology (2)

Luminous nerve cells: Genetically modified mice with a gene for a fluorescent protein in their genetic makeup make the
researchers’ work easier. They allow them to observe the nerve cells with all their dendritic branches and spines (left).
Right: Learning processes result in the formation of new dendritic spines. Four spines are added shortly afterward (red arrows).
One spine formed a filamentous extension, known as a filopodium (second arrow from right).

connections. The scientists also observed the reverse phenomenon: longterm depression of synapses causes
spines to shrink or disappear altogether. Rarely used connections can therefore be abandoned.
But what do these results have to do
with learning and memory? After all,
the cells the scientists studied were
nerve cells that had been stored in an
incubator for several days. In addition,
synaptic plasticity was triggered using
artificial electrical stimuli. Therefore,
the test conditions didn’t exactly correspond to the natural learning processes in the brain.
Mark Hübener thus studied the processes at the synapses in the intact
brain. Together with his colleagues,
Bonhoeffer’s long-time collaborator
observed the nerve cells in the uppermost layers of the cerebral cortex of a
mouse using a two-photon microscope. Hübener is not only an expert
in such in-vivo studies, he is also very
familiar with the visual system in the
brain, particularly with the primary visual cortex. He measures the activity of
nerve cells and analyzes how visual information from the eyes is processed.
“That’s how we know that this region
of the brain can adapt if the incoming
information from the eyes changes.
The neurons learn to process new stimuli,” explains Hübener.

The primary visual cortex is reorganized, for example, when nerve cells in
the visual cortex don’t receive any signals from a closed eye for some time.
“Neurons that previously received impulses equally from both eyes react
more strongly to the open eye after a
few days. The input of the closed eye,
in contrast, is reduced.”

SWITCHING TO THE OTHER EYE
But what is the synaptic basis of these
changes? Hübener discovered that,
within a few days of closing one eye, the
number of new spines doubled: the
nerve cells subsequently had almost 10
percent more spines on their dendrites
than before. “The new spines presumably carry synapses that connect the
cells with the open eye,” says Hübener.
During their experiments, the scientists operate like neurosurgeons in a
hospital, using heart rate monitors and
other devices to monitor the anesthesia. Through a small window in the
skull, they can look up to a half millimeter deep into the brain and observe
individual nerve cells and their spines
– an amazing feat when we consider
that even tiny vibrations originating
from heartbeat and breathing are much
larger than the spines and can therefore
completely obliterate the images of the
neurons. In the past, this work involved

the laborious task of filling the nerve
cells with a fluorescent dye using a micro-electrode to make them visible in
the two-photon microscope. Now, genetically modified mice automatically
produce the fluorescent light in individual nerve cells. In other words, they
light up all by themselves.
The experiments therefore show
that the brain modifies its wiring when
it has to process new stimuli. According to Bonhoeffer and Hübener, learning and memory are also visible under
the microscope: as newly emerging or
disappearing dendritic spines. Critics
maintain that typical learning processes are different from the adaptation to
changed signals from the sensory organs and may function in another way.
Bonhoeffer doesn’t agree with this
argument: “These forms of plasticity
don’t differ fundamentally, only gradually. Whether our brain needs to respond to changed stimuli from the eyes,
or whether we are learning a language
or recalling sporting skills – it probably
all happens in a very similar way at the
cellular level.”
Neuroscientists do, however, agree
on one thing: learning takes place at
the synapses. So does forgetting. But a
rule of thumb stating that “new spines
= learning, and destruction of spines =
forgetting” would definitely be too
simplistic. If spines are added during
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Learning and forgetting take place at the synapses. During these processes,
new dendritic spines are formed and others are pruned.

the learning process, others are eliminated at the same time, and vice versa, so the network of the brain remains
in equilibrium.

CIRCUITS FOR MEMORIES

Nerve cells are nature’s works of art:
Tobias Bonhoeffer and Mark Hübener (right)
chat in front of an image of two nerve cells
drawn, magnified several thousand times,
onto the wall of the coffee break area.
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The paths between nerve cells become
roads. Memory makes its way through
the brain, connecting many – often
widely scattered – nerve cells. Each item
of memory makes its own way. “That’s
why playing football is of little use if
you want to learn how to play volleyball. Both skills leave behind different
traces in the brain.”
Tobias Bonhoeffer also follows traces – those of his family. After all, the
name Bonhoeffer has a long scientific
tradition. Tobias Bonhoeffer’s greatgrandfather, Karl Bonhoeffer, was a famous psychiatrist at Berlin’s Charité
hospital. His grandfather, Karl Friedrich, was such an important figure at
the Max Planck Institute for Physical
Chemistry in Göttingen that the current institute bears his name. And his
father, Friedrich, was a Director at the
Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology in Tübingen.
Three generations of science, two
of them within the Max Planck Society. Yet Tobias Bonhoeffer felt no pressure to follow a similar path. “My father even advised me to study law.”
But perhaps a career as a scientist was

Original state
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Sustained stimuli /
practice
2

No additional stimuli /
practice
3

4

Renewed stimuli /
practice
5
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D end
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How learning modifies the synapses: 1: A dendrite belonging to a nerve cell (blue) bears synapses with axons of other cells (green, red) on its spines.
2: Learning or a new stimulus causes a dendritic spine to “sprout,” connecting the dendrites with a new cell (yellow). 3: If the learned information
is supplemented or if the stimulus is sustained for a longer period of time, the synapse on the new spine is expanded and the old spine is no longer
needed, and disappears. 4: If there is no additional learning or training, or if the stimulus is removed, the spine shrinks and the associated synapse
is weakened or inactivated. 5: If the same skill is used again, the existing contact can be expanded. As a consequence, learning occurs faster.

predestined by his family history: the
young Tobias spent many Sundays
with his father at the institute in
Tübingen, where he marveled at the
structure of spiders’ legs and nettle
leaves through the microscope.
Faced with the decision of whether
to study biology or rather physics, he
simply visited lectures at the university
in his home town of Tübingen. A lecture
about thermodynamics fascinated him
much more than one on the tissue structure of deep-sea sponges, and that tipped
the scales in favor of physics. Yet he stud-

ied a biological topic for his Ph.D. and,
following research residencies in New
York and Frankfurt, he came to Martinsried, where he initially headed up a research group and, later, the department
“Synapses – Circuits – Plasticity.”

CONSISTENCY DESPITE
CONSTANT REORGANIZATION
So synapses can adapt to new requirements throughout life. Even the brain
of an adult is far from inflexible and irrevocably hardwired, as was long as-

WHY DO NERVE CELLS HAVE DENDRITIC SPINES?
Immediately after birth, most of the brain’s synapses are located directly on the
dendrites. Later in life, almost all excitatory synapses sit on the dendritic spines.
What advantages does this offer?

Graphic: MPI of Neurobiology

●

●

●

A nerve cell can use its spines to more easily contact other cells in its environment: the axon‘s search for a postsynaptic partner is facilitated by the spines’
ability to rapidly extend from the parent dendrite. In addition, the spines can
be arranged in a spiral shape around the dendrites to maximize the probability
of contact with an axon.
Due to their small size and narrow diameter, the spines insulate their synapses
from the dendrites electrically. This allows incoming electrical signals to be processed separately between synapses.
Dendritic spines prevent signal molecules from spreading to other synapses.
In this way, individual synapses can be strengthened or weakened.

sumed. On the contrary, it is so flexible
that scientists are puzzled as to how it
can even store anything over the long
term. “Our measurements show that approximately one percent of the dendritic spines in the visual cortex are newly
formed or disappear every day. If we extrapolate this, it means that all spines
are replaced once every three months.
It’s a complete mystery how the brain
can continue to work consistently under these conditions,” says Bonhoeffer.
However, despite this constant reorganization, some spines remain stable
for life. American scientists observed
this in the mouse brain. Hübener’s
team also found in their experiment
that some spines are more permanent
than others. “The spines that were
formed when the eye is closed endure.
They just shrink a little when the eye reopens. If the eye closes once more, they
grow again. Apparently they are then
reactivated – which is, of course, a simpler and faster process than constantly
forming completely new spines.” This
also explains why something that has
been learned once is more easily remembered the second time around: the
synaptic connections have already been
predefined, the necessary spines are already there.
Thus, new spines don’t necessarily
always have to be formed, nor do existing spines have to disappear. Chang-
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es in size could be at least as important.
Indeed, the findings of various research
groups show that spines increase in
size as a result of long-term potentiation, and shrink as a result of longterm depression.
Larger spines apparently carry larger and stronger synapses. Volker Scheuss, a researcher in Bonhoeffer’s team,
discovered that the number of important synapse proteins increases in
growing spines. “Large spines are permanent only if they also have large
synapses. Larger synapses can then
transmit signals better,” explains Scheuss (see box on p. 25).

FEWER SYNAPSES AS WE AGE
The human brain thus remains capable
of learning over a lifetime. However, as
we age, the synapses between nerve
cells become fewer and the ability to
make new connections diminishes.
While particularly large numbers of
new spines are formed in the first few
weeks after birth, this is soon outweighed by their loss: the human primary visual cortex never again contains as many synapses as it does at the
age of three months; in the prefrontal
cortex – an area of the brain associated
with higher cognitive functions – the
maximum is reached after three to five
years. The subsequent pruning is necessary for the brain to select the connections it needs and discard all the
the others.
The brain learns particularly easily
during childhood. There are also periods
in which nerve cells are extremely receptive to very specific stimuli. Such sensitive phases begin suddenly but have no
fixed end. Rather, they abate gradually.
Language is one such example: the sensitive phase for language learning begins
at around one year of age and continues
until puberty. After that, the ability to
learn languages slowly declines, but never disappears altogether.
Networks of inhibitory nerve cells –
that is, cells that can diminish the activity of other cells – play a crucial role
at the start of sensitive phases. Sensi-
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tive phases in development don’t begin
until these inhibitory networks have
reached maturity.
Mark Hübener and his colleagues
also studied such inhibitory nerve
cells. If the researchers deactivated a
small area in the retina of the eye using a laser flash, the inhibitory nerve
cells in the visual cortex that normally
receive signals from this area lose some
of their spines. The inhibitory neurons
reacted considerably faster than the
previously observed excitatory nerve
cells. Their synapses are already stable
again when the reorganization of the
excitatory cells is just beginning.
Hübener therefore suspects that the
plasticity of inhibitory synapses is the
first step in reorganizing the cerebral
cortex. The pruning of spines on inhibitory neurons increases the activity of
the excitatory nerve cells, allowing
them to make new spines and remove
existing ones. The affected region is
then modified in such a way that it will
be able to react to future visual input
from adjacent, still functioning regions
in the retina.

LEARNING WITH EMOTION
In addition to inhibitory nerve cells,
there are also other factors that affect
the ability to learn and remember:
emotions, for example, or attention.
But instead of affecting individual synapses, as is the case with inhibitory
cells, emotions and attention regulate
entire cells and brain regions. “That’s
why it’s easier for us to learn if we’re fo-

cused and if learning is fun,” explains
Bonhoeffer. Negative feelings, on the
other hand, can be so strong that a single bad experience can last a lifetime.
The ultimate proof that changes in
spines and synapses are a prerequisite
for learning still eludes the scientists.
Bonhoeffer has already thought of a
suitable experiment to prove this: he
would like to tag the new spines with a
chemical marker that enables him to get
rid of them once they are formed – in
other words, a sort of suicide switch for
dendritic spines. If the new connections
were indeed essential, learned information should then be forgotten again.
“Unfortunately, no such switch exists yet. Also, you would probably have
to mark thousands of spines individually,” says Bonhoeffer. However, given the
enormous progress neuroscientists have
made in recent years, this thought experiment may not be so far-fetched after all.
Maybe one day it will be possible to systematically delete memories from the
brain by deactivating the associated
spines, much like what we are already familiar with from science fiction movies.
So Tobias Bonhoeffer wants to learn
a lot more about learning. That doesn’t
leave a lot of time for his previous activities. He rarely plays volleyball now.
When he does, though, he’s prepared:
the dendritic spines he needs for it are
already there.
Film on the topic:
www.mpg.de/7331016/synapse-long-termpotentiation

TO THE POINT
●

Learning leaves anatomically visible traces in the brain: Some dendritic spines
and their synapses increase in size or are formed completely anew. Others shrink
or disappear entirely.

●

The changed connections link new nerve cells with one another. Information that
is learned is thus stored as a circuit of many nerve cells. In this way, an individual
cell can be involved in many memory items simultaneously.

●

The brain goes through sensitive phases in which it is particularly receptive to
learning. Inhibitory nerve cells play an important role in the beginning of these
phases: their synapses are the first to be reorganized.
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Construction
in the Head
Not many Max Planck institutes can claim to have a fitness room – and that for research
purposes, no less. But Arno Villringer at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive
and Brain Sciences in Leipzig isn’t interested in hardening muscles. He wants to use the
training equipment to study how training motion sequences changes the brain.

T

he seesaw actually looks very
stable – but anyone who tries
to stand on it for the first
time loses their balance within seconds. Patrick Ragert,
who has been working in the Neurology Department at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences since 2008, invites his visitor to
perform a balancing act on the seesaw.
After a few seconds, she is forced to step
down, and gratefully reaches for the scientist’s hands. “Everyone has that experience at the beginning, but our brain
learns quickly,” says Ragert. In the neurobiologist’s studies, at least, subjects
who have trained for some time can stay
on the device for almost half a minute.
Arno Villringer is the Director of the
Neurology Department at the institute
in Leipzig. His area of specialty is the
adaptability of the gray matter of the
human brain – those regions of the nervous tissue in which the cell bodies are
located. It was long assumed that, in
the brain, new connections between
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neurons were created and new neurons
formed only during development in
the womb. In fact, however, the brain
is modified throughout life. The technical term for this ability that the human brain possesses is neural plasticity.

THE HARDWARE ADAPTS TO
THE USER
And the brain regions that are used extensively are the ones that change the
most. Back in the early 1990s, scientists
in California showed that, in monkeys,
brain areas for sensory stimuli from the
fingers become enlarged when the animals previously had to use their fingers
extensively to feel objects. In humans,
too, repeated movement of the fingers
causes the associated brain regions to
grow. “It’s like the hardware of a computer adapting to the wishes of its user,”
explains Villringer. “For a German journalist, for example, the E key on the
keyboard would enlarge, since this letter occurs very frequently in German.

For a graphic designer, on the other
hand, the monitor and mouse would
grow, because they are used often.”
So the brain grows with its tasks – at
least parts of it. Villringer and his team
concentrate on how it reacts to the
training of motion sequences. To this
end, they give volunteers learning tests
in which they have to navigate back
and forth between multiple objects on
a computer screen without overshooting the goal. Electrodes on their arms
record the activity of the finger and
hand muscles.
A mere six half-hour training units
were enough to improve the subjects’
motor skills considerably. “Next, we
wanted to know whether these test results could be further improved if we
additionally stimulated the brain,” says
Ragert. Using a method known as transcranial magnetic stimulation, the scientist can activate neurons in certain
Balancing act: Repeated training on the
seesaw trains the sense of balance – and
changes the brain structure.

Photo: Sven Döring
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brain regions before and after training,
and thus measure the brain activity. To
do this, he holds the stimulation device, which resembles a shower hose,
above the subject’s head, stimulating
cells in the motor cortex – a region that
transmits motion commands to the
muscles of the hands and fingers. “Most
people hardly feel it.”
And sure enough: When this area of
the brain is externally stimulated using
direct-current stimulation, the study

participants complete the test even faster and with greater precision. This brain
stimulation thus influences the learning of motion sequences. But does it
also change the brain’s wiring?
In a further experiment, the subjects were to learn a movement involving difficult coordination: spreading
the thumb out and simultaneously tensing the deltoid in the upper arm. They
were asked to do this three times per
minute for 40 minutes. MRI images tak-

en subsequently showed that learning
this movement caused the relevant regions in the motor cortex to communicate more with each other.
From previous studies, it is known
that the learning-induced increase in
gray matter correlates with a certain parameter of nuclear magnetic resonance,
the so-called T1 time: the shorter the
T1 time, the more gray matter. “From
our measurements of the T1 time, we
can conclude that more gray matter is

Six-week balance training

Scan 3
(week 4)

Scan 1
(before starting
training)
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Scan 4
(week 6)

Slowly progressing changes

Temporary changes

Scan 2

Scan 3

Scan 4

Changes in the
gray matter

Changes in the
white matter

Unsteady on the seesaw. Below: In the beginning, the
subject – here Patrick Ragert – manages to keep his
balance for only a few seconds. Six weeks later, he is
able to keep it around 20 seconds longer.
Above: The training changes both brain regions in
which nerve cell bodies (gray matter) are located and
regions through which nerve fibers extend (white
matter). Left: During the experiment, the researchers
took images of the brain at two-week intervals and
observed both temporary and progressive changes.

Photos and graphic: MPI for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences (top), Sven Döring (4)

Scan 2
(week 2)

Brain structure

Scan 1
(before starting
training)

Transcranial magnetic stimulation can be used to activate the neurons in the motor cortex. This method allows the researchers to directly
measure learning-induced brain changes.

created,” says Villringer. Accordingly,
the brain begins with the reorganization very quickly. “The first changes in
the brain structure appeared after just
under an hour. We practically watched
the brain learn.”

Photo: Sven Döring

JUST AN HOUR OF TRAINING
CHANGES THE BRAIN STRUCTURE
Unfortunately, the scientists can’t tell
from the MRI how the brain changes in
detail. That would require an MRI resolution approximately one million times
greater. So they know only that more
gray matter is created, but not what exactly happens to individual brain cells.
It is unlikely that new neurons are
formed, since, according to the current
knowledge, this happens in the adult
brain only in a very few regions: in the
hippocampus and the so-called subventricular zone. Villringer explains the fact
that the gray matter increases anyway

with the formation of new connections
between neurons, or what are known as
synapses. Moreover, the cell bodies of
the neurons apparently grow, as well.
Such changes take place with various forms of learning, and should
therefore be detectable also in other regions of the brain. Hence the experiment with the seesaw: “Balancing requires, for one thing, the muscles of the
feet and, for another, the sense of balance. The question is whether the training also changes the brain regions that
are responsible for this, the prefrontal
and the temporal cerebral cortex.”
The balance training was successful:
the training participants were able to
balance longer on the seesaw, an average of 20 seconds after six weeks of
training once per week. This learning
achievement was also reflected in the
MRI: “In the balancing region, the gray
matter already begins to increase after
an hour,” says Villringer.

Similar training programs could also
help Parkinson’s patients, hopes the
neurologist. In this progressive disease,
neurons decay in a brain region that is
needed for planning and executing
movements. The result is stiff muscles
and trembling. Moreover, those affected
can no longer keep their body in a stable, upright position and are constantly
in danger of losing their balance.
That is why Villringer wants to use
balance exercises on the seesaw to bolster the patients’ sense of balance. The
researchers secure the study patients,
who are, on average, 64 years old, with
safety harnesses in case the seesaw
throws them off balance. If the patients
can initially maintain their balance for
just 8 seconds, after six weeks they manage about 13 seconds. At the end of the
training, the patients even maintained
their balance longer than healthy, untrained peers. And in the brains of the
Parkinson’s patients, too, the previous-
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Weight problems are also evidenced in the brain, especially in regions belonging to the reward system. And there are gender-specific
differences: in both sexes, the posterior medial orbitofrontal cortex (c), the nucleus accumbens (c) and the hypothalamus (a) are enlarged,
and in women, additionally the putamen (b) and fornix (a). Furthermore, regions of reduced nerve cell density are found in the right
lateral prefrontal cortex (d, e) in women.

ly seen increase in gray matter was evident in the MRI. “Our balance training
could become an important component
in the treatment of Parkinson’s symptoms,” concludes the neurologist.
People with weight problems, too,
could benefit from physical exercises
in as yet unforeseen ways. After all,
movement not only burns calories,

thus promoting weight loss, but it also
impacts the brain. Villringer and his
colleagues discovered, for example,
that the orbitofrontal cortex and the
nucleus accumbens – regions that belong to the brain’s reward system – are
larger in overweight patients. The heavier the person, the more gray matter is
found in these brain regions. “People

who regularly give in to the desire to
eat thus subconsciously train the brain’s
reward system,” explains Villringer. “If
these people lose weight with the aid
of training programs, we postulate that
their reward centers will shrink. It is
still unclear which programs are best
for this and whether exercise or weight
loss alone are relevant. But if the re-

Pre-empting stroke: Physicians can use angiography to visualize the blood vessels in the body on a screen. This allows them to detect
dangerous constrictions early on, such as the one here in the carotid artery of a 56-year-old patient (right).
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Arno Villringer (right) and his fellow scientist Patrick Ragert discuss the results of their tests. They want to use practical exercises
and transcranial magnetic stimulation to help stroke patients.

structuring of the reward centers can
be successfully reversed through training, this might be the key to permanent weight loss.”
The brain also proves its ability to
adapt after a stroke. In such a cerebral
infarction, a blood vessel is blocked by
a clot, and parts of the brain no longer
receive sufficient blood supply. As a result, the cells in the affected areas die
off. Neurologists can at least partially
reverse the impairments triggered by
these cell deaths, such as paralysis and
loss of speech, through physiotherapy
and systematic speech training.
When they do so, neighboring areas, or mirror-inverted areas that lie in
the other brain hemisphere, take over
the tasks of the dead regions. Thus, a
stroke in the region of the frontal cortex, which controls the arm muscles,

usually results in paralysis of the arms.
In the course of recovery, nerve processes can sprout out of the adjacent area,
which actually sends movement signals
to the legs, and form a network with
the former partners of the dead neurons. In this way, a paralyzed arm can,
in time, regain some of its mobility.

YOUNG BRAINS REGENERATE
FASTER
This doesn’t hold true if an area has already been previously affected by a
stroke. The ability to regenerate is then
considerably lower. Also, not all regions
can regenerate as well as the cerebral
cortex. The pyramidal tract, for example – a part of the locomotor system
that extends from the cerebral cortex
across the brain stem and into the spi-

nal cord – can hardly reverse severe
damage. Age likewise influences regeneration. “It’s similar to tissue repair: in
older people, wounds heal more slowly than in younger people.”
Villringer wants to help the brain
compensate for the damage caused by
strokes. Again, he relies on transcranial magnetic stimulation and practical
exercises. His studies have shown that
this helps improve mobility and wordfinding problems after a stroke. According to Villringer, the training supports
the reconstruction of the brain areas affected by the stroke.
What is even more effective than repairing the damage after a stroke is, of
course, preventing the infarction in the
first place. Controlling blood pressure
plays an important role here, as high
blood pressure is one of the main risk
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Playing football during
a coffee break: Arno
Villringer’s and Patrick
Ragert’s focus on motor
skills isn’t restricted to
their work. And just as
with their subjects on
the seesaw, training
pays off in table soccer,
too. This time, the point
goes to the boss.

WAVES ON THE SCREEN LOWER
BLOOD PRESSURE
Villringer’s team suspects that, in people
with stress-related high blood pressure,
the amygdala reacts too strongly to
stress and subsequently shrinks. The researchers want to put this finding to
therapeutic use and develop a training
program that, in the early stages, makes
the amygdala less sensitive to stress, and
later, promotes its recovery. Experiments
on patients with stress-induced high
blood pressure show how this might be
done. When these patients think of
something nice and relaxing, their brains
produce special brain waves. Merely
watching such “relaxation waves” on a
computer screen lowers the patients’
blood pressure. MRI studies are now expected to clarify whether this also causes
the amygdala to grow.
Some researchers’ plans to help jog
the brain using drugs are likewise promising, according to Villringer, but he
urges patience: “Those are interesting
approaches, but it will take some time
before they result in patient therapies.”
For example, there are no clear criteria
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establishing which patients such therapies are suitable for, or what side effects can occur.

“We simply don’t know enough about
what the brain looks like when it changes back into its healthy state.”

TO THE POINT
●

Learning new motion sequences changes not only how the brain functions, but
also how it is structured.

●

External stimulation of the brain helps in learning motion sequences. This could
benefit Parkinson’s and stroke patients.

●

Excess weight causes the reward systems in the orbitofrontal cortex and in the
nucleus accumbens to grow. Training programs could reverse these changes.

●

In people with stress-induced high blood pressure, the amygdala reacts too
strongly and subsequently shrinks. It is hoped that relaxation training can reverse
these processes.

GLOSSARY
Nuclear magnetic resonance: Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, also called magnetic
resonance tomography, is a medical technique that makes tissues and organs visible. It
involves producing images from different levels. The method works with strong magnetic
fields that align the hydrogen atoms in the tissues. Another, high-frequency magnetic field
briefly realigns the atoms. Afterward they fall back into their original state according to tissue type, releasing an electromagnetic impulse in the process. This impulse is dependent
on the composition of the tissue and can be measured by the scanning device.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation: A method of brain stimulation. A strong current
flow in a coil produces a magnetic field that, through induction, can generate currents in
nerve fibers in the brain. The magnetic field produced depends on the shape of the coil
used and its position and orientation. It therefore also influences which brain regions are
stimulated. This technology can be used, for example, to treat Parkinson’s, depression and
schizophrenia.
T1 time: An MRI method for imaging tissue structure with particularly high contrast. Conversely, T2 time is suitable primarily for imaging pathological processes, such as tumors.
The T1 time is the time it takes the hydrogen atoms that are realigned by the alternating
magnetic field to regain 63 percent of their original orientation (relaxation time).

Photo: Sven Döring

factors for stroke. Villringer suspects
that high blood pressure leaves its mark
on the brain, specifically in the amygdala. This small area in the cerebral cortex is involved in the formation of
emotions such as fear and stress.
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The Anatomy
of Learning
Our brain is a work in progress. From childhood to old age, it is continually modifying its structure
and connectivity to support behavioral flexibility and plasticity (modifiability). Ulman Lindenberger
from the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin is examining how the brain is
rebuilt in the course of development. The brains of children are generally more plastic than those
of adults, but recent findings show that structural plasticity isn’t entirely lost in adulthood.

TEXT SEBASTIAN KIRSCHNER
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addy – likes – llamas.” Carefully and fully concentrated, Leo draws his pencil
across the pages of his exercise book, forms letters out
of lines, words out of letters. Leo is seven and in the first grade. “I’m good at
writing. I know all the letters.” Leo’s
nine-year-old sister, Sophie, comes in
and tells us proudly: “I can already
write in cursive.” She thinks for a moment, then her hand travels across the
paper, slowly and somewhat jerkily. We
sit together, practicing writing.
For grown-ups, writing comes as
naturally as simple arithmetic, swimming or riding a bike. However, we often forget that we had to acquire these
skills as children; that it took us a while
to learn the multiplication tables, and
for sequences of movements to become
automatic. As recently as ten or twenty
years ago, psychologists believed that
our brain’s ability to learn and to adapt

– its plasticity – was restricted to childhood and adolescence, and perhaps
early adulthood. You can’t teach an old
dog new tricks, as the old adage goes.
“A child’s brain is, of course, generally more plastic and expectant of new
experiences than that of an adult,” says
Ulman Lindenberger, a developmental
psychologist and Director at the Max
Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin. “But we were able to
show that our brain retains its capacity
for plastic change into old age, at least
in certain ways.”

THE BRAIN ADAPTS
So what does plastic change actually
mean? “In this context, plasticity means
structural changes in the brain, accompanied by corresponding changes in behavior. In our view, plasticity requires
that the demands placed on the brain
deviate over a lengthy period from the

performance level of the brain,” explains Lindenberger. Like an apple tree
in a garden, growing slowly but steadily with the light, our brain adapts to the
requirements of our environment
throughout our entire life. New branches sprout the most where the most sunshine falls. And just as an individual
branch can die if it is only in the shade,
brain structures, too, can wither if certain skills go unused over a long period
of time. “Plastic change can involve
both building up and cutting back,”
says Lindenberger.
He and his former colleagues, Florian Schmiedek and Martin Lövdén,
wanted to find an effective way to train
intellectual skills in adults. They therefore conducted a study called COGITO
that involved bringing over 200 younger and older adults into the lab on
more than 100 separate days. Study
participants were asked to solve various
brain teasers on the computer: working

If right-handed people wish to write with their left hand, their brains have to be retrained.
A magnetic resonance scanner renders the changes visible.
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as fast as possible to compare groups of
numbers, remembering various lists of
words, and memorizing the positions
of pictures to recall them later.

Top: Maps are good for spatial orientation: The SPACE study found that challenging the brain
through spatially challenging tasks can halt age-related decline. In this study, test persons
walked through a virtual zoo in search of certain animal species (bottom left). Bottom right:
Map of the zoo with the location of the study participant (purple), the animal they’re trying to
find (red), the intersections (green) and the animal enclosures (light gray rectangles).
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The tasks required the use of a broad
spectrum of mental skills, including
working memory, perceptual speed and
memory. The scientists had documented the study participants’ performance
level in advance. They were thus able
to set the difficulty level of the tasks individually and make the mental marathon equally demanding for all participants. After the six-month training
phase, the psychologists measured the
performance level of each person again.
“What makes the COGITO study
special is that we measured a wide
range of cognitive abilities. We were
able to see whether broad cognitive
abilities can be improved, and not just
the various skills that were being practiced in the course of the 100 days,”
says Lindenberger. Prior to that, there
had been hardly any scientific evidence
on whether the acquired skills generalize to the level of cognitive abilities, as
ads for brain training products often
claim. For instance, when you get better at memorizing words, would that
lead to more general improvements in
memory that transfer to other materials, such as remembering numbers?
The findings of the Berlin-based
Max Planck scientists were clear: the
training effect wasn’t limited to the
practiced tasks. Working memory, episodic memory and reasoning were also
improved generally – at least among
the younger study participants. For the
older group, the intensive training
boosted primarily working memory. All
of these general effects were modest in
size, but statistically reliable.
Where exactly in the brain the
plastic changes occurred was examined using a special magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique called
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI): the
MRI scans were used to calculate the

Photo: Photothek, illustrations: MPI for Human Development

NEW WAYS OF USING
ACQUIRED SKILLS
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MENTAL TRAINING KEEPS YOU FIT
So if, as an adult, you want to increase
your intellectual capabilities, or at least
don’t want to lose them, you have to
continuously challenge your brain. A
Sudoku on a Sunday isn’t enough. It
probably makes more sense to keep
your mind busy with challenging and
varied hobbies. The main thing is to get
the brain working, be that at the chess
club, learning Russian, in piano lessons
or trying to answer the questions your
grandchildren keep asking you.
And it’s best to leave the navigation
device in the glove compartment on
your next trip into town and rely on a
trusty old city map instead. That’s because spatial orientation tasks are ideal for keeping spatial orientation, attention and memory in top condition
and attenuating the structural declines
that occur with age.
The team of psychologists working
with Martin Lövdén and Ulman Lindenberger furnished empirical evidence supporting these claims with
their SPACE study. They asked younger and older participants to get on a
special treadmill in a basement room

High

Resources: Supply and demand

Dynamic balance

Discrepancy between
supply and demand

Dynamic balance

Demand > supply

Increase in resources
(for instance due to training)

Low
Time

Supply
Demand

b
High
Dynamic balance

Resources: Supply and demand

diffusion of water molecules in brain
tissue. The psychologists could then
draw conclusions about the brain’s anatomical makeup, such as its nerve fiber density, from the diffusion properties of the tissue.
The measurements indicated that
younger and older adults undergoing
the training experienced an increase in
the number and integrity of nerve fibers in the anterior part of the corpus
callosum. The two hemispheres of our
brain communicate via this brain structure, a wide, flat bundle of fibers. “The
anterior part of the corpus callosum is
right where we had expected to see a
change, because tasks like these, which
activate the frontal lobes, require communication between the two hemispheres of the brain,” says Ulman Lindenberger. Hence, the training increased
the strength of connections between
the two brain hemispheres.

Discrepancy between
supply and demand

Dynamic balance

Demand >
supply

Decrease in resources
(for instance due to stroke)
Low
Time

If the demands on the brain (green line: demand) diverge substantially from its actual
performance level (black line: supply), the brain tries to adapt and establish a new equilibrium.
Rising demands (a) or decreasing performance (b) trigger plastic changes in the brain that
can bring supply and demand back into accord.

at the institute. In addition to walking
on the treadmill, half of them also had
to navigate through a virtual zoo landscape projected onto the wall in front
of them.
They were asked to visit the different
animal enclosures in a certain order,
steering themselves as effectively as possible through the system of paths
branching out in all directions. Before
and after the 14-week training, the study
participants visited the University of
Magdeburg to have an MRI scan. The

scientists wanted to find out whether
certain areas of the brain had changed
in response to the intensive training.
The hippocampus was what they
were most interested in – a very old
part of the brain in evolutionary terms,
and an area that is important for spatial navigation. By early and middle
adulthood, the hippocampus begins to
shrink by about 1 to 2 percent a year.
Accordingly, the scientists observed a
reduction in hippocampus volume in
participants who had only walked on
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the treadmill without having to navigate. But in members of both age
groups who participated in the navigation training, there were no such reductions in volume. “The increased
demands of spatial orientation appear
to have halted the age-related shrinkage of the hippocampus,” concludes
Lindenberger.
Now he and his team are pursuing
the ambitious goal of watching the
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brain pick up new skills step by step.
“COGITO and SPACE were before and
after studies. But the alteration of the
brain is, of course, a dynamic process,”
says the scientist. This is why Ulman
Lindenberger and his colleagues want
to analyze changes in brain and behavior simultaneously. Their left-hand
study is thus examining the brain activity of right-handed people as they learn
to write and draw with their left hand.

Doctoral student Elisabeth Wenger
plays an instrumental role in the lefthand study. She has been involved in
its planning since 2010: “We concentrated on motor learning because so
much is known about the regions of
the brain involved. It is thus possible
to predict with a great degree of accuracy where in the brain the left-handed training ought to lead to plastic
changes,” says Wenger. Another of the

Photos: Norbert Michalke (3)

Ulman Lindenberger and Simone Kühn discuss MRI scans from the left-hand study (top). The images show active brain regions
in yellow and red. Participants in the left-hand study write and draw with their left hand (bottom left). Nils Bodammer and
Simone Kühn register their brain (bottom right).

FOCUS_The Flexible Brain

»

The brain masters many tasks differently depending on age.

study’s ploys involved asking people to
write and draw inside the MRI tube, enabling the active brain regions to be localized individually.
Elisabeth Wenger split the male
study participants – all right-handers
between the ages of 25 and 35 – into
two groups. The experimental group
had to train their left hand on a tablet
PC every day for seven weeks: they
wrote specific words, such as “cherry
tree” and “apple juice”, on the touchscreen with their left hand, and copied
geometric shapes depicted on the
screen. “Because all of the tasks were
completed on a tablet, we were able to
precisely track the participants’ success
in the exercises and work out each person’s learning curve,” explains Wenger.
Unlike previous studies, participants in the left-hand study went for
an MRI scan every two to three days so
that the scientists could observe plastic
changes that took place during the
training phase. An annex at the institute in Berlin now houses a new 3 Tesla imaging machine, acquired in 2012
and dedicated entirely to research.
“We’re very pleased to have our own
scanner now,” says Lindenberger.
Neuroscientist Simone Kühn is supervising Wenger’s doctoral research,
together with Martin Lövdén. She
opens the door to the control room of
the new MRI lab and points to the two
white tubes standing screened off in
two separate rooms. “On the right is
our real MRI scanner. On the left we’ve
set up a mock scanner, which looks
just like the real thing, only it’s nothing more than a plastic tube that
makes noises.”
Kühn explains: “The study participants know that this isn’t a real scanner when they come into our lab for
the first time. But we still practice the
whole experiment with the newcomers in this one.” That’s because people
are nervous and sometimes scared

when they go head first into the narrow tube for the first time and hear the
loud rattling of the scanner. This can
distort the measurements. “We can use
our mock scanner to gently get people
accustomed to the procedure, especially seniors and children. It’s well worth
the effort, as it improves the quality of
the data and avoids unnecessary anxiety,” says the scientist.

WRITING EXERCISES IN
THE MRI SCANNER
Participants in the left-hand study also
practiced their exercises in the mock
scanner before the real measurements
began. They weren’t allowed to take
their tablet PC into the tube with
them, though. The magnet would
have destroyed it. Instead, they wrote
and drew words and symbols in an
empty book with their left hand while
the activity of different regions of the
brain was measured.
The data has since all been collected. The researchers now face the task of
analyzing many thousands of MRI images. They suspect that the prefrontal
cortex is particularly active at the start
of the training, when writing with the
left hand is highly effortful and requires the participants’ full concentration. This is the part of the brain where
complex sequences of movements are
consciously planned. Later, when the

movements have been automatized to
some extent, the motor cortex, which
controls voluntary movements, and
the cerebellum may well see some reorganization. The latter is instrumental in
the automation of movement sequences. In the frontal lobe, on the other
hand, the changes observed early in
training may recede. “If we took measurements only before and after training, many systematic learning-dependent changes would go unnoticed,”
says Ulman Lindenberger.
The Max Planck Director would like
to study more of these kinds of dynamic processes in the future. The left-hand
study marked a start for the psychologists and cognitive neuroscientists in
Berlin. Next, they plan to investigate
how older adults and schoolchildren
learn to write with their left hand. “The
brain masters many tasks differently
depending on age. My colleagues and I
see ourselves neither as child psychologists nor as gerontologists. We’re interested in the whole human lifespan,”
says Lindenberger. By making direct
comparisons, the scientists aim to get a
better understanding of learning and
plasticity both in childhood and in old
age. Lindenberger’s daughter is facing
similar challenges as the people in the
left-hand study: like Leo, she’s in first
grade and is learning the alphabet.
Maybe she’ll write in her exercise book:
“Daddy – likes – research.”

TO THE POINT
●

The human brain retains the capacity for plastic change into old age. However,
relative to childhood, plastic changes are more difficult to attain in adulthood.

●

Little is known about the timing of structural changes that happen in the brain
when acquiring new skills.

●

When our brain is intensively challenged over a lengthy period of time, it seeks
to adapt to the challenge. Different regions of the brain will be modified depending
on the nature of the challenge. Tasks that require thinking and working memory
can increase the number of nerve fibers in the corpus callosum, and spatial
orientation can halt the natural shrinkage of the hippocampus.
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Olfactory Code for Partner Selection
Max Planck scientists synthesize a biologically effective perfume

Humans have been using perfumes for 5,000 years. It seems they enhance the body’s own
olfactory signals that advertise the makeup of its immune system.

People are very picky when choosing
their perfume – and rightly so, since
smell plays an important role in partner selection. Humans, and probably
all other vertebrates as well, obtain im-

portant information about a potential
partner’s immune system from their
body odor. In reproduction, a partner
should complement one’s own immune genes, increasing their offspring’s

resistance to as many pathogens as possible. Scientists from the Max Planck
Institute of Immunobiology and Epigenetics in Freiburg and the Max Planck
Institute for Evolutionary Biology in
Plön have now identified protein fragments – so-called peptides – as the biologically effective components of body
odor. They have also artificially synthesized them and tested their efficacy. Female subjects always preferred a synthetic scent as a perfume for themselves
if it was mixed with a peptide corresponding to their own immune gene
type. These new findings make it possible to produce innovative perfumes
that more effectively signal an individual’s own immune gene repertoire.
(Proceedings of the Royal Society B,
January 23, 2013)

Blackbirds in the Spotlight

Street lamps, traffic lights and lighting from our homes are
making our nights brighter and brighter. Artificial night-time
illumination in our cities is thought to influence plants, animals and people. Scientists from the Max Planck Institute
for Ornithology in Radolfzell recently exposed captive Eurasian blackbirds to artificial lighting at night for a ten-month
period, mimicking the conditions they would encounter in
an urban environment. Even weak light intensities were
enough to make the blackbirds’ testes mature almost a
month earlier, on average. The birds also started singing
about an hour earlier in the mornings. Under nocturnal
lighting, the blackbirds not only showed precocious reproductive behavior, but they also molted earlier toward the end
of the breeding season. Artificial light in our towns and cities can thus change the seasonal rhythm of wild animals.
Next, the scientists plan to carry out field trials to find out
whether early breeding gives the blackbirds an advantage, or
whether it is just an unwanted side effect of life under city
lights. (Proceedings of the Royal Society Series B, February 13, 2013)
Too much light: Artificial lighting at night causes male blackbirds to
become sexually mature ahead of schedule, and to start molting earlier.
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Photos: photocase (top left and bottom), fotolia (top right)

City birds exposed to lighting at night are ready to breed earlier than their conspecifics in rural areas

SPECTRUM

A Folding Ceramic

Photos: Advanced Materials – Stuttgart University (top); molecular symbols: CDMS/T. Kaminski; background image: NASA/ESA and R. Humphreys (University of Minnesota) (bottom)

A sophisticated nanostructure gives strength and pliability to a wafer-thin paper made
of electroconductive vanadium pentoxide fibers

1 μm

Researchers in Stuttgart are currently doing things to a ceramic that would normally reduce it to a pile of shards. In an innovative process, they used a vanadium pentoxide ceramic to
make a paper as tough as copper but flexible enough to be rolled
up and folded. The material also differs from other ceramics because it conducts electricity. Žaklina Burghard and her team at
Stuttgart University and the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent
Systems coated a carrier material with an aqueous film containing finely distributed vanadium pentoxide nanofibers. They
then made sheets of the ceramic by drying the film and treating it with moderate heat. The ceramic paper owes its special
mechanical properties to its mother-of-pearl-like structure. Potential applications include using it as an electrode material for
thin, flexible batteries. Since the ceramic’s conductivity changes if molecules are incorporated between its layers, the paper
could also act as a gas sensor.
(Advanced Materials, March 7, 2013)

Layered ceramic paper: Scanning electron micrographs show the stacked layers of vanadium pentoxide and water. The material is so elastic and tough
that it can be bent (bottom).

Sun Block for a Big Canine
Astronomers discover titanium oxide and titanium dioxide around the giant star VY Canis Majoris
An international team led by researchers
at the Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy and the University of Cologne
has identified two titanium oxides in the
extended atmosphere surrounding a
mighty star. The object, VY Canis Majoris,
has a diameter 1,000 to 2,000 times that
of our Sun and is one of the largest known
stars of all. This giant sun is nearing the
end of its life: as it does so, it is blasting
out huge quantities of material from its
surface, forming an irregular dust cloud,
or nebula. Astronomers studied the nebula with telescope arrays in the USA and
France, and detected titanium oxide (TiO)

and titanium dioxide (TiO2) at radio wavelengths for the first time. One of the uses
for titanium dioxide is as an ingredient in
sun block. This discovery should help us
understand the process by which dust is
formed around stars.
(Astronomy & Astrophysics, March 4, 2013)

Gone with the stellar wind: An extensive dust
nebula surrounds VY Canis Majoris in the
constellation Canis Major. Astronomers found
the molecules TiO and TiO2 in this giant star’s
atmosphere.
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A Nanoelectronics Gold Mine
Nature’s treasure trove contains much more versatile
materials than previously thought. A team headed by
Marko Burghard at the Max Planck Institute for Solid
State Research in Stuttgart has now discovered that the
mineral kawazulite is a topological insulator. These materials conduct electricity only on their surface. They
are of interest to applied science because the route of
electron flow on the surface is directly associated with
their spin direction. This spin equals the direction of
the electrons’ rotation around their own axes, and
gives them a magnetic moment. It has potential applications in nanoelectronics, to allow efficient storage
and processing of information in a very tight space. So
far, physicists have only synthesized topological insulators in the lab by order, according to precisely calculated formulas. It now turns out that they are also
formed naturally in more or less random mixtures, at
a quality that is at least as good as in the lab.
(Nanoletters, February 26, 2013)
Quantum properties for a shining example: The interior of the
natural mineral kawazulite insulates against electric current;
it is conductive only on its surface.

Toxins Return from the Depths
In the middle depths of the sea, concentrations of chemicals that are harmful to our health and the
environment can continually rise even though their use by man has been declining for decades
A few particularly unpleasant toxins are
likely to present problems to humans
and the environment longer than was
once thought. As discovered in a simulation by researchers at the Max Planck
Institute for Chemistry and at Hamburg
University, appreciable concentrations
of DDT and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) are still circulating through the
oceans at depths of 200 to 1,500 meters. This is happening even though
emissions of DDT have been decreasing
since around 1966, and those of PCBs
since the early 1970s. The atmosphere,
bed and surface waters of the sea have
also seen falling pollution levels for
some time because the substances initially move from the air into the sea,
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and then sink from its surface into
deeper layers. For example, transport by
ocean currents has caused two transient sharp rises in the concentration of
PCB153 off the west coast of Ireland at
depths of 700 to 1,200 meters, the first
happening in the period around 1985,
and the second around 2000. Through
the food chain and deep-sea fishing,
these poisons (which also have the potential to cause cancer) can come back
from the middle depths of the ocean to
harm human health.
(Geophysical Research Letters, April 15, 2013)

US soldiers demonstrating delousing with
DDT in the 1940s. The toxin has seen far less
use since then.

Photos: MPI for Solid State Research (top), Wikimedia Commons (bottom)

The mineral kawazulite is a member of the class of topological insulators, which are
of interest as materials for use in spintronics
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Navigating along Earth’s Magnetic Field
European robins have to learn their navigation charts as juveniles

In spring and fall, thousands of birds move to their summer
and winter quarters, respectively. Their flight path is genetically determined, but birds also possess a sense of direction
that uses the Earth’s magnetic field for guidance. According
to scientists from the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology
in Radolfzell, juvenile birds develop magnetic maps during
their first migrations, and use them to find their way around
in subsequent years. The researchers exposed both inexperienced juvenile European robins and their older counterparts
to a strong magnetic pulse, temporarily disrupting their sense
of magnetism. Afterward the seasoned travelers found orientation more difficult. It seems that the pulse reset the robins’
magnetic maps. Because of this, they had to rely on other information from the environment, and flew the wrong way.
In contrast, the juvenile birds, which were setting out on

In winter, some of Central
Europe’s robins migrate to
Italy, Portugal, France
and Spain, while animals
from northern and eastern
Europe come to Germany
to overwinter.

their first annual migration and had not yet built up a magnetic map, didn’t lose their bearings.
(Journal of the Royal Society Interface, February 6, 2013)

Two Second Earths
The search for a second Earth has guided the hunt for extrasolar planets. Most
of the heavenly bodies discovered in
this context so far are either too big or
orbit too close to their sun. An international team including Lisa Kaltenegger
from the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg has now discovered two likely candidates: Kepler-62e
and Kepler-62f. Their radii are 1.61 and
1.41 times that of the Earth, meaning
that they are very likely to be rocky
planets with a solid surface. Both planets also orbit in the habitable zone
where liquid water can occur – the prerequisite for life as we know it. The star
Kepler-62 lies in the Lyra constellation.
It is about 1,200 light-years away and a
little smaller and cooler than the Sun.
Seen from our point of view, the planets pass in front of their host star at regular intervals, blocking a fraction of its
light. This phenomenon is exploited by
the transit method, the technique used
by the Kepler space telescope to discover these objects.

Sun
Mercury

Venus Earth

Mars

100

Kepler-62

The star’s brightness relative to the Sun [%]

Photos: iStockphoto (top), MPI for Astronomy – Lisa Kaltenegger

Habitable conditions are thought to exist on two exoplanets in the constellation of Lyra
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(Science, April 18, 2013)
Habitats: The habitable zone, where liquid water can exist on a planet’s surface, for various types of stars. The inner planets of our own solar
system are shown above; of these, Earth and Mars lie in the habitable zone. Kepler-62 is much cooler than the Sun, and Kepler-62e and 62f orbit
in its habitable zone.
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Australians with a Migration Background
Long before Europeans settled in Australia, humans migrated there from the Indian subcontinent
and interbred with the Australian Aborigines
Modern humans settled in Australia relatively late. The earliest archeological evidence for their presence dates back just
45,000 years. The sea level in those days was lower than it
is now, and Australia and New Guinea formed a single land
mass known as Sahul. It was long assumed that there was
no further contact between Australia and the rest of the
world until the Europeans arrived in the 18th century. However, scientists at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology in Leipzig analyzed variations in the genome
of Australian Aborigines, Indians and inhabitants of New
Guinea and the islands of Southeast Asia. According to their
findings, there was substantial gene flow from India to Australia 4,230 years ago. This means that humans must have
migrated to Australia from the Indian subcontinent. The
gene data fit in with abrupt changes in archaeological finds.
Apparently these immigrants brought with them new plant
processing and stone tool manufacturing techniques. The
dingo, a type of dog that went back to the wild many millennia ago, also makes its first appearance in Australia at
this time.
(PNAS, first published online, January 14, 2013)

Australia lost its Ice Age link with the mainland some 4,000 years ago.
The new settlers from the Indian subcontinent must therefore have
crossed the ocean by boat.

When Is a Film Not a Film?
It’s easy to predict when a liquid will spread out over a surface in a thin film and when
it will form droplets
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heights ranging from a few nanometers to approximately
one millimeter. It also makes it possible to produce tailormade materials with specific wetting properties.
(Geophysical Review Letters, December 5, 2012)

A water-repellent sponge: Droplets of water run off the rough
structure of a porous zinc oxide.

Photos: Gunter Senft (top), MPI for Metals Research (bottom)

In extreme cases, whether water moistens a surface or not
can be a matter of life or death: examples include water
films that freeze on a road surface, or that coat insulators
in transformer stations and cause them to short out. As
Stephan Herminghaus, Director at the Max Planck Institute
for Dynamics and Self-Organization in Göttingen, discovered, it’s very easy to predict the conditions under which a
liquid will form a continuous layer on a realistic surface,
such as a wall or floor, and when it will run off it in droplets. According to his findings, just two key parameters determine the outcome: the vapor pressure of the liquid in
the surrounding air, and the contact angle between the liquid and the surface, which depends on the substances involved. To date, it has been possible to make these predictions only for completely smooth surfaces and for those on
which more or less regularly aligned grooves served as a
rather unrealistic model of roughness. In contrast, the formula derived by Stephan Herminghaus applies to most surfaces with randomly distributed peaks and troughs at
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The Tail of Venus
When the solar wind runs out of steam, our neighboring planet’s ionosphere reaches a long way into space

On its dark side, Venus’s ionosphere
can spread out into space like a tail at
least 15,000 kilometers in length. This
deformation occurs when the solar
wind – a continuous flow of electrons
and protons – comes to a near-standstill. Scientists working under the direction of the Max Planck Institute for
Solar System Research studied this
kind of event closely for the first time
with the aid of the European space
probe Venus Express. Electrons and ions
stream from Venus’s day side to the
side facing away from the Sun; the
high plasma pressure on the day side
drives this flow. Normally, magnetic
fields hold the charged ionosphere
particles close to the planet. However,
when the solar wind is weak, the ion-

A gas trail in space: Under normal conditions, the ionosphere surrounding Venus is at an altitude
of 150 to 300 kilometers. The induced magnetic fields – as indicated by the yellow lines – hold it in
place there (left). When the solar wind is very weak, the ionosphere is able to expand. This forms
a kind of plasma tail on the planet’s night side (right).

osphere becomes stretched in the transitional region between the day and
night sides. Consequently, the charged
particles move more easily and in

Growth without Limits?

Photo: ESA/Wie et al. (2012)

The stagnation in global population
predicted by the UN won’t last
Ten billion people will be it – at least that is the
United Nations’ prediction for world population
growth by the end of the century. “However, the
UN’s upper limit is anything but stable,” says Oskar Burger from the Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research in Rostock. From their model-based calculations of the global population,
Burger and his colleagues concluded that a brief
period of stagnation will indeed occur when the
ten-billion mark is reached, but that the world’s
population will then begin to grow sharply again.
Energy supply is the main reason for this. With a
lower supply of usable energy, economic development declines, resulting in a rise in birth rates. In
other words, population size would remain stable only if sufficient energy per capita continued
to be available. However, we can hardly expect
this to be the case. “Since 1960, the population
has grown at a faster rate than the worldwide
supply of usable energy,” says Burger.

greater numbers to the night side. A
kind of plasma balloon is formed there
and fans out into space like a tail.
(Planetary and Space Science 73, 2012)

Stepping Stones on the
Ocean Floor
Animals and microorganisms can use wood fragments
deposited in the deepest oceans to cross the enormous
distances between nutrient-rich vents and seeps
Trees don’t grow in the far depths of the ocean, but a tree trunk that
has sunk to the seabed can still become a Noah’s Ark for deep-sea
inhabitants. A team including researchers from the Max Planck Institute for Marine Microbiology in Bremen deposited logs on the
floor of the Eastern Mediterranean at a depth of 1,700 meters. A year
later, they found them to be populated with a multitude of bacteria
and animals. The main colonizers of the wood were a type of woodboring bivalves also known as ship-worms. These shellfish of the genus Xylophaga form the vanguard, preparing the habitat for the species that follow. They need bacteria to help them digest the wood.
Breaking down wood uses up oxygen, enabling sulfate-reducing microorganisms to produce hydrogen sulfide. The researchers also
found a mussel species that uses sulfur as an energy source and is
normally found only at cold seeps. Thus, the life forms inhabiting
the deep sea can use foreign material such as uprooted trees, as well
as torn-off seaweed strands and sunken whale cadavers, to cross distances of hundreds of kilometers between cold seeps.
(PLoS ONE, January 2, 2013)
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Electronics Comes
to Paper

A Near-Perfect Universe

This light, foldable raw material
can be used to generate electrically conducting structures in a
simple, low-cost process

The Planck satellite provides a detailed image of background cosmic
radiation to confirm the conventional model of the universe, while also
revealing inconsistencies

(Angewandte Chemie Int. Ed.,
January 17, 2013)
Minerva electrified: Researchers from
Potsdam used paper to produce
conductive graphite in the shape
of the Max Planck Society logo.
The scientists then gave Minerva an
electrolytic copper coating.

The first full sky map of background
microwave radiation confirms the standard cosmological model and establishes its parameters with great accuracy.
Thus, according to observations made
by the Planck satellite, the universe was
born in the Big Bang 13.82 billion years
ago, making it a little older than previously thought. It is also expanding at a
slightly slower rate. And a bit of adjustment is needed as regards the composition of the universe: it is made up of 4.9
percent ordinary matter (galaxies, stars
and planets), 26.8 percent dark matter
and 68.3 percent dark energy. However, the European satellite also found sig-
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nificant anomalies: The fluctuations in
radiation on large scales are smaller
than might be expected from structures
measured on smaller scales. Moreover,
the northern and southern celestial
hemispheres appear to have differing
structures, as evidenced by a cold spot
in the southern sky that extends over a
much larger area than expected.
(Astronomy & Astrophysics, March 22, 2013)

Genes without Templates
Copying is easier than inventing something new – this principle was long
thought to apply to the evolution of
genes, as well. Accordingly, the established view is that evolution made multiple copies of existing genes and then
adapted them to new tasks. However,
according to scientists from the Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Biology in Plön, genes are often made from
scratch, from previously unread segments of the genome. Their analyses of
the genes of mice, humans and fish
have revealed that young genes are often shorter than those that have been
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Baby photo of the universe: The irregularities
in background cosmic microwave radiation,
as observed by Planck. The map shows tiny
temperature fluctuations in regions of slightly
different density, representing the seeds of
stars and galaxies.

around for longer. Moreover, these
younger genes possess fewer regions
that are translated into amino acids,
known as exons. It seems that new
genes need time to collect more exons.
The findings obtained by the scientists
in Plön indicate that about 60 percent
of genes originate from our singlecelled ancestors in the early phase of
evolution. Particularly large numbers of
new genes were introduced with major
evolutionary innovations, such as the
big leap from single- to multi-celled organisms and the advent of vertebrates.
(BMC Genomics, February 21, 2013)

Photo: ESA and Planck Collaboration (top), MPI of Colloids and Interfaces (bottom)

Paper is getting to be a high-tech material. Cristina Giordano and her fellow
scientists at the Max Planck Institute
of Colloids and Interfaces in PotsdamGolm have created light and flexible
conductive structures on paper with a
very simple technique: using a standard inkjet printer, they applied a catalyst to a sheet of paper and then heated this sheet in a nitrogen atmosphere.
This caused the printed areas to turn
into conductive graphite, while nonconductive, amorphous carbon formed
on the catalyst-free areas. When the
scientists folded the paper prior to this
catalytic conversion, they also got
three-dimensional conductive structures. In an airless environment, carbon-based electronics are much more
heat resistant than plastics, which are
currently used for flexible chips. As a result, the former are easier to integrate
into the processes used in the semiconductor industry, which run at temperatures in excess of 400 degrees Celsius.

Max Planck Innovation is responsible for
the technology transfer of the Max Planck
Society and, as such, the link between
industry and basic research. With our interdisciplinary team we advise and support
scientists in evaluating their inventions,
filing patents and founding companies.
We offer industry a unique access to the
innovations of the Max Planck Institutes.
Thus we perform an important task: the
transfer of basic research results into
products, which contribute to the economic
and social progress.

Connecting Science
and Business

Quantum Magic
in Artificial Crystals
Quantum physics effects not only bear witness to the exotic nature of the microworld;
they also facilitate completely new approaches, for instance in data processing.
the Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics in Garching, is using atoms in optical
lattices to simulate quantum matter. In doing so, they have repeatedly observed
a behavior of matter that contradicts our everyday experience.

Photo: Axel Griesch

To better understand them, the team working with Immanuel Bloch, Director at
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A

dense forest of coin-sized
mirrors, lenses, laser beams
and fiber-optic cables sits
on the lab bench at the Max
Planck Institute of Quantum Optics in Garching, near Munich.
It took the scientists a few years just to
set it up, and the team working with
quantum physicist Immanuel Bloch is
even running multiple such experiments. The effort has already paid off.
Bloch’s research findings usually make
it into the journals in which all scientists most want to publish: SCIENCE and
NATURE. And it’s no wonder, considering that, deep within the interior of
their experiments, in a vacuum and at
just a few billionths of a Kelvin above
absolute zero, the scientists are producing something completely novel. They
cause atoms to join to form a kind of
artificial matter. To put it another way,
model crystals are created here that
bring about phenomena that can be observed in real solids only with great difficulty, if at all.
Negative absolute temperatures are
generated, giant “super atoms” simultaneously arrange themselves into different patterns at a single location, almost as if the fundamentally different
carbon forms graphite and diamond
were to exist in a single crystal; or atoms perform a horse race of sorts,
where there are more fast runners than
medium-fast and slow runners.
The exotic nature of these phenomena is rooted in quantum mechanics,
whose sometimes seemingly bizarre
rules they obey. In the last ten years, the
physicists in Garching have learned to

Precision optics: Mirrors guide the light of the
laser (blue boxes) through numerous instruments
such as beam splitters and acousto-optical
modulators to optical fibers (blue and yellow cables).
In this way, light is produced with the frequency
and intensity required for the experiment.
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watch quantum mechanics at work, so
to speak. They observe how the individual atoms of the artificial crystal move
or arrange themselves. In the process,
they learn a lot about quantum matter,
a term that they construe as systems of
many interacting quantum particles
whose collective behavior is governed
by the laws of quantum mechanics.
This is bringing the scientists closer
to one of the visions of American physicist Richard Feynman, who, 30 years
ago, wanted to know how computers
could solve highly complex problems of
quantum physics. With conventional
computers, this is often possible only by
using models that greatly simplify reality. This significantly reduces the computing time and makes the task manageable for supercomputers. This is the case,
for example, in computing the electronic properties of a solid. These properties
determine whether and how the electrons in its interior move, and thus also
whether the solid is a conductor, a semiconductor or a superconductor.
In real solids, the movement of every single one of the myriad electrons
influences the movements of all the
others. This is similar to people in an
elevator: if, for instance, someone
standing near the back wants to get off,
then everyone else must get out of the
way. An attempt to describe the movements of the innumerable electrons in
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a material therefore results in completely unmanageable complexity. So models simplify the situation: for example,
they assume that every electron perceives the others like a static background field that represents a single,
bigger interaction partner.

A QUANTUM SIMULATOR CAN
BEAT A SUPERCOMPUTER
But this approximation is often unrealistic – and this is especially true for
technically interesting solids, such as
high-temperature superconductors.
These lose their electrical resistance at
relatively high temperatures of about
minus 130 degrees Celsius. When physicists manage to understand what happens with the system of electrons in
this transition, so it is hoped, it will be
possible to develop a superconductor
that conducts electricity without loss at
room temperature. A low-loss energy
supply system would then no longer be
just a science-fiction tale. But precisely
computing the quantum mechanical
behavior of the myriad electrons in
such a superconductor will certainly remain science fiction for the foreseeable
future. Since many approximations
would then not apply, scientists would
have to simulate how every single electron was influenced by every other
electron – under the complex rules of

quantum mechanics. Capturing this
unmanageable network of relationships for even a couple of hundred
electrons would require a supercomputer with more memory cells than
there are protons in the universe.
Feynman, famous among physicists
for his clear and understandable lectures and his bold visions, had an idea
for solving the problem. To simulate
the hard-to-observe quantum systems,
he suggested using systems that are
easier to study but that behave similarly to the model and can explain puzzling phenomena. This is comparable
to the approach aerospace engineers
employ when they want to understand
the aerodynamics of a planned aircraft.
They build a model and put it in a
wind tunnel, where they can easily
measure air flows. The analogy between the model and the larger original enables them to transfer the measurement results from one to the other.
“Quantum simulator” is the name
Feynman gave to a model of quantum
matter. Immanuel Bloch and his team
have shown that, for certain tasks, a
quantum simulator can indeed beat a
supercomputer – but more on that later. Somewhere in the depths of the forest of lenses, mirrors, optical fibers and
lasers sits the core of one experiment:
a vacuum chamber containing a socalled optical lattice.

Photos: Axel Griesch (left), MPI of Quantum Optics (right, 2)

The optical lattice that Immanuel Bloch and his team produce with superposed laser beams resembles an egg carton because in it,
light points of varying intensity alternate periodically. The researchers trap rubidium atoms in the artificial crystal. These atoms allow
them to observe, for instance, the transition from a Bose-Einstein condensate (top right), in which the particles are distributed
randomly across the lattice, to a Mott insulator (bottom right) with regularly arranged atoms.

Photo: MPI of Quantum Optics
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The lattice, in turn, holds thousands of
rubidium atoms. “The experiment requires no maintenance,” answers Christian Groß, one of Bloch’s academic
staff, with a grin, when asked whether
one can even go anywhere near a vacuum chamber without disturbing the
complex optical setup.
Laser beams intersect in the chamber’s interior. When they superpose,
the light waves cancel each other out at
certain points, while enhancing each
other at other points, creating light and
dark regions. The rubidium atoms are
loaded into the chamber. The electromagnetic forces of the laser light subsequently draw them to the light areas –
and sometimes to the dark areas – where
they come to rest like eggs in an egg
carton. Unlike eggs, however, the atoms can hop back and forth between
the depressions of the optical egg carton, as quantum mechanics allows
them to tunnel through an energy barrier even if their energy is actually insufficient for this.
What is special here is that the atoms form a system of mutually interacting quantum particles, each of which
can be observed individually. They are
discernible because, at about 0.5 micrometers – a micrometer is a thousandth of a millimeter – the distance between the depressions of the egg carton
is around 10,000 times greater than the
distance between atoms in a solid. It is
thus a model of a crystal enlarged ten
thousandfold. By exciting the atoms to
light up, the scientists can map the entire system using a specially developed,
high-resolution optical microscope.
The fact that the atoms behave like
a system of many quantum particles despite the large distances is due to the
extremely low temperature of the atomic ensemble. According to quantum
mechanics, every particle also exhibits
the properties of a wave. The length of
this matter wave grows as the temperature drops. This causes the matter wave
to expand to such an extent that it becomes approximately as long as the distance between the atoms. When the

The heart of the experiment: In the vacuum glass cell, the physicists use rubidium atoms to
produce a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). The atoms are trapped in the field of magnetic coils,
one of which can be seen in the lower half of the image. The researchers load the BEC into an
artificial crystal made of light – an optical lattice – for further experiments.
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vary the quantum matter as desired,
and so simulate a number of phenomena based on the complex interplay of
the particles.
But do these include phenomena
that are also found in real solids? Is the
model realistic? Together with his team
at the time, Bloch already demonstrated this more than ten years ago, as a
newly minted junior research group
leader working with Theodor W. Hänsch, who would later win a Nobel Prize,
at LMU Munich.

SNAPSHOTS FROM THE
QUANTUM PARTICLE CIRCUS
As their natural model, the team used
certain metal oxides that, in theory,
should be electrically conductive, but
that proved in experiments to be insulators. Or they transform from an insulator into an electrical conductor when
exposed to pressure. These are known
as Mott insulators, named after British
Physics Nobel laureate Sir Nevill Francis
Mott (1905–1996), who studied such
substances. The electrons in a Mott insulator repel each other so strongly that
their movement freezes; they block
each other like cars in a traffic jam.

Many physicists believe that high-temperature superconductivity originates
from an electronic Mott insulator.
At that time, Bloch and his fellow
scientists used atoms in an optical lattice to simulate the transition from a
so-called superfluid to a Mott insulator.
Superfluids occur at temperatures near
absolute zero. All atoms then transition
to the same – lowest – energy state, and
in this way, merge to form a kind of superparticle. This superparticle behaves
like a liquid with bizarre properties: it
displays absolutely no viscosity and can
therefore crawl over container walls, or
remain completely at rest when stirred
slowly. In the optical lattice, this superfluid state is realized by atoms that
jump from one lattice site to another;
none of them can be assigned to a specific lattice site, and they thus lose their
individuality.
Bloch and his team at the time reduced the tendency of the atoms to
jump between the lattice sites to such
an extent that the repulsion between
them prevailed. Suddenly, the system
took on a new order in which exactly
one atom sat at each lattice site. A similar thing happens when a metal oxide
loses its conductivity and becomes a

Temperature can also be defined by the
distribution of particles across energy states:
if the absolute temperature T is positive, then
the number n of particles having low energy E
is greater than the number of particles having
high energy (first and second column from left).
At absolute zero (zero degrees Kelvin [K]), all
particles gather in the lowest states. In the
hypothetical case of an infinitely high temperature in a system having a maximum energy,
the particles are distributed evenly across all
states (center column). In such systems having
an upper energy limit, it is possible, in principle,
to bring more particles into high-energy states
than into low-energy states (first and second
column from right). A system having a negative
absolute temperature must be understood to
be hotter than a system having an infinitely
high positive temperature, because when a
system of positive absolute temperature and
one of negative absolute temperature come
into thermal contact, heat always flows from
the system with a negative temperature to the
one with a positive temperature.
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matter waves overlap with each other,
the atoms essentially merge to form a
single quantum system.
“What is great about this model
system is that we can control nearly all
the properties of the atoms by, for instance, systematically varying the intensity of the interactions between the
atoms,” says Immanuel Bloch. This is
done simply by applying an external
magnetic field. In this way, the scientists can tune both attractive and repulsive interactions between the atoms.
This gives the quantum simulator a
sort of initial adjusting dial with which
it can essentially be programmed to a
certain extent.
The intensity of the laser beams
gives the physicists a further adjusting
dial. This one determines the depth of
the depressions of the optical egg carton. The deeper they are – in other
words, the more intense the laser beams
– the less the atoms tend to hop from
one depression to a neighboring one.
“The relationship between the
strength of the interaction and the tendency to move from depression to depression is often the all-determining
parameter in these model systems,”
says Bloch. His team can use this to

Photo: Axel Griesch

The blue and yellow cables supply the laser light that is produced on another lab bench to the optical setup in which the actual experiment takes
place. There, it is guided through a labyrinth of mirrors, beam splitters and waveplates to the vacuum chamber with the quantum gas.

Mott insulator: the free mobility of the
electrons is frozen by the increasingly
strong repulsion between them.
Bloch’s team in Garching shot images of the atoms in the optical lattice before and after the transition. To do this,
the scientists made the individual atoms
in the crystal light up. Each atom then
acts like a little microscopic light bulb
whose light can be recorded with a microscope lens. While, in the superfluid
state, the atoms in the light crystal appear as a chaotic jumble, in the Mott insulator they are distributed completely
uniformly in the optical egg carton.
Bloch calls these images of the complex circus of quantum particles “snapshots” and recalls the words of an astonished colleague who had previously
considered photos of the positions of
individual atoms in a multi-particle system to be science fiction. “The experiment opened up a new field of research,” says Bloch proudly. “The topic
has really exploded in recent years. Numerous groups worldwide are now
working with ultracold atoms in optical lattices.”

Since then, Bloch’s team has continually increased the level of control over
the quantum system – that is, they’ve
added further adjusting dials to the
quantum simulator. By turning them,
the scientists stimulate the quantum
matter to carry out impressive feats.
Most recently, for instance, the scientists made it take on temperatures below absolute zero, at minus 273.15 degrees Celsius.

HOTTER THAN AN INFINITELY
HIGH ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
At negative absolute temperatures, the
normal temperature distribution of the
particles is turned upside down: At positive temperatures, more particles are in
low-energy states than in higher-energy states. Only at infinitely high temperatures are the particles distributed
evenly across all energy states. At negative temperatures, in contrast, the
more energy-rich the state, the more
populated it is. Matter that has a negative absolute temperature is thus not
colder than absolute zero, but rather,

hotter than a system that has an infinitely high positive temperature. This
is also expressed in the fact that, when
a material having a positive temperature and a material having a negative
temperature come into contact, heat always flows from the system with the
negative temperature to the system
having any positive temperature.
In order for higher-energy states to
be more populated than those with
lower energy, the scientists must limit
the maximum energy of the atoms.
This isn’t possible with free particles in
space, since the kinetic energy of the atoms can take on arbitrarily large values.
It can, however, be done with atoms in
optical lattices.
By varying the intensity of the laser
light in an elaborate sequence and
switching the interaction between the
atoms from attractive to repulsive at
just the right moment, the scientists in
Garching managed to get a majority of
the atoms to gather at an upper energy
limit and also to stay there. They measured the energy distribution of the atoms and found that it corresponded to
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a negative absolute temperature of a
few billionths of a Kelvin.
But atoms in optical lattices are
suitable for more than just producing
novel states of matter. The team also
uses this platform to research how the
laws of quantum mechanics guide individual particles through the artificial
crystal. “In a real solid, it would be impossible to track the movement of individual electrons,” stresses Bloch. In
the artificial crystals, however, snapshot sequences show the movement of
the atoms as if in a film.
And a strange effect emerged when
the scientists staged a sort of race with
atoms in the optical lattice. For this,
they used further adjusting dials that
imprint parallel longitudinal tracks in
the optical lattice. In each of the tracks,
which the atoms are unable to break out
of, the physicists placed just one atom
along a starting line and let the particles
run along the tracks. The outcome surprised them: most of the atoms moved
at a particularly fast pace, while only a
few occupied the midfield and the rear.
As can easily be observed in a marathon,
on the other hand, most human runners
usually run in the middle of the pack,
with only a few running at the front and
a few bringing up the rear.
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“Our system enables the tracking of
quantum mechanical transport phenomena with great spatial and time
resolution,” says Bloch. “It is exactly
such dynamic problems that are very
difficult – if not, in many cases, impossible – to solve today even on the best
supercomputers.”

A QUANTUM PEN WRITES IN THE
ARTIFICIAL CRYSTAL
So for some problems, Feynman’s vision of a quantum simulator that beats
any supercomputer is already a reality.
And atoms in optical lattices might
even prompt a more ambitious vision:
the quantum computer. Unlike a quantum simulator that simulates certain
physical problems, this is a freely programmable computer that is usable for
different tasks – also for such everyday
problems as searching enormous databases. It uses the parallel existence of
different possibilities in quantum mechanics. This makes it possible, in principle, to simultaneously test all possible solutions to a task and thus – for
specific problems – reach the goal considerably faster than a normal computer. Different quantum systems are currently considered to be promising

candidates for a quantum computer –
ion strings, for example, or superconducting loops.
The high degree of control the
Garching-based physicists have gained
over the atoms in optical lattices makes
this system, too, a strong candidate for
a quantum computer. After all, only by
controlling the quantum system can it
be used for computing. The team in
Garching has already proved that it can
systematically write information in individual atoms with a sort of quantum
pen, and read it out again, similar to
how a memory cell in a conventional
computer is addressed. The scientists
used a laser to change the spins of certain atoms – the spin being, simply put,
the direction of rotation of an atom
around itself – from one direction to
the other.
Aside from the ability to systematically write information in the artificial
crystals, Bloch sees another reason why
the quantum gas in the optical lattice
is suited to be a quantum computer:
scalability. So far, there are merely rudimentary quantum computers that
solve trivial tasks and, for instance,
break down the number 15 into its
prime factors 5 and 3. For truly tough
nuts, for example breaking down huge

Photo: Axel Griesch

On the trail of mysterious quantum phenomena: Immanuel Bloch, Marc Cheneau and their fellow scientists are investigating
unknown quantum phenomena with the easily observable atoms in the optical lattice.
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The script of the quantum pen: The Garching-based physicists use a laser to systematically excite individual atoms
of the quantum gas in the optical lattice in various patterns. They then make the excited atoms visible in a
high-resolution microscope.

numbers into their prime numbers as
required for encryption technology, the
computing power of the simple systems
is insufficient. To do this, a quantum
computer would have to consist of
hundreds or thousands of interconnected – entangled – particles forming
a quantum system. To date, however,
there are only systems with a few entangled particles.
Expanding these is considered to
be very difficult because, the larger the
quantum system, the harder it is to
control. It then becomes more and
more difficult to get the system to produce the quantum mechanical behavior that is required for computing.
“With ours, however, scalability is intrinsically built in,” says Bloch. The
physicists have already proved that
they can control thousands of atoms
in the optical lattice. Very many atoms
can be entangled with each other relatively easily in the optical lattice
through mutual collisions, underscores Bloch. It is thus conceivable
that the optical lattices may one day
become something like the processors
of such computers.
But that’s still a long way off – experts don’t expect to see quantum computers for several decades yet. The
short-term goal of Bloch’s team is rather to discover further new phenomena
in their artificial matter and to answer
unresolved questions of solid-state
physics and other areas of physics.
At present, the physicists are working on making the atoms in the optical
lattice even more similar to real solids.
As it happens, there is a fundamental
difference between the rubidium atoms
in the optical lattice and the electrons

in a solid. The former belong to the boson class of particles, the latter to the
fermions. Unlike bosons, fermions at
one and the same location can’t take on
the same quantum state, and therefore
behave differently in an optical lattice.
Bloch’s team is already conducting initial experiments with fermionic potassium atoms in the optical lattice. Now
they are working on taking snapshots
of this fermion system, as well.

Beyond this, the researchers want to investigate molecules in optical lattices.
Molecules that have a positive and negative electrical pole interact across several depressions in the egg carton, which
electrically neutral atoms don’t do. “We
expect this to give rise to further completely novel states of matter,” says Immanuel Bloch. So he and his team look
set to go on gaining surprising insights
into the quantum cosmos.

TO THE POINT
●

The properties of many quantum systems, such as the high-temperature superconductor, can’t be calculated with conventional computers because their capacity
is often insufficient to capture the complex interactions, for instance in solids.

●

Atoms in optical lattices serve as quantum simulators in which complex quantum
phenomena can be studied under controlled conditions, and models for real
materials can be validated.

●

Negative absolute temperatures can be realized or charge transport in solids
studied in an artificial crystal.

●

A system composed of atoms in an optical lattice is considered to be a candidate
for a universal quantum computer.

GLOSSARY
Bosons and fermions: Quantum mechanics classifies all particles, both elementary
particles, like electrons, and compound particles, such as protons and atoms, as bosons
or fermions. Bosons in a system may take on identical quantum states, while fermions
may not. They are thus treated differently for mathematical purposes.
Optical lattice: Optical lattice has various meanings in physics. Here, it refers to laser
beams that are superposed in such a way that their electromagnetic waves amplify
and diminish in a periodic pattern. At the sites with particularly high or low intensity,
atoms can be caught in microscopic, laser-tweezer-like light traps.
Entanglement: Quantum particles can be entangled with one another, for example
through special interactions among themselves or mediated by light. The particles are
then dependent on one another with respect to a given property, regardless of the spatial
distance between them. In the case of two photons that are entangled with respect to
the direction of oscillation of the light, for example, a corresponding measurement at
one of the light particles also immediately determines the direction of oscillation at the
second photon, without any signal being transmitted between the two.
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Essentials of Life
In the course of evolution, cells have acquired a lot of redundancy. Many processes are probably
more complicated than they need to be. Petra Schwille from the Max Planck Institute of
Biochemistry in Martinsried wants to find out what constitutes the bare essentials of a cell.
By concentrating on what’s important, the biophysicist also manages to reconcile her career
and family life.
TEXT CATARINA PIETSCHMANN

P

etra Schwille’s small corner office is crammed with books
and scientific journals. There
are no personal items on the
desk – nothing to distract from
the research. Two large photos in the
vestibule are the only concessions to
personal interests. They show the picturesque Elbe Sandstone Mountains
shrouded in autumn mist – a reminder
of Dresden, and of hikes in the area. As
a climbing enthusiast, that is what she
misses the most. Although the Alps are
visible from her new workplace, she has
yet to find the time to go mountain
climbing. Petra Schwille has only been
working as a scientist at the Max Planck
Institute of Biochemistry on the Martinsried campus on the southern outskirts
of Munich since the summer of 2012.
Those who don’t know her might
easily mistake this small, slender woman – dressed in jeans, T-shirt and a
striped blouse – for one of her students.
She wears no adornments, save for her
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warm, friendly smile. Petra Schwille
speaks fast and succinctly, as if she had
no time to spare. And yet she has
achieved much already. She wrote her
Ph.D. under a Nobel laureate, became a
professor at 34, then had three daughters and received several prestigious scientific awards, including the Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibniz Prize of the German
Research Foundation (DFG) in 2010.
She is now Director of the Cellular and
Molecular Biophysics Department at
the Max Planck Institute in Martinsried.

A TOOLKIT
FOR CUSTOMIZING CELLS
Petra Schwille is working on an ambitious project: she wants to develop synthetic cells. More precisely, a toolkit for
customizing cells for any conceivable
purpose. If she succeeds, it will mark a
milestone in cellular biology, in biotechnology and maybe even in medicine. But she still has a long way to go.

So where did she get this idea, with her
background in physics? And how did
she become a physicist in the first place?
It was definitely not something she
dreamed of while growing up; more an
act of rebellion. Born in Sindelfingen,
Petra Schwille grew up near Stuttgart,
and later, Heilbronn. Though she liked
animals as a young girl, biology held little interest for her at school. “I accepted
and learned scientific relationships, but
I never challenged them,” she says.
Instead, she specialized in physics
and mathematics. They were “easy subjects” in which she got good grades. A
career in chemistry was out of the question. “That was unthinkable, since my
dad was an industrial chemist.” This
left physics, the only subject her father
struggled with. Daddy’s girl? “Definitely,” she says. “Basically, I wanted to
prove myself to him.”
Nevertheless, at Stuttgart University, she soon started to doubt her choice
of physics. She was used to getting top
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Aiming high, in her research and elsewhere:
Petra Schwille is a passionate climber.
Since she started to work in Martinsried,
she has had no time for Alpine excursions.
Instead, she practices on the climbing wall.

The physics lectures had quickly become dry and tedious, but Immanuel Kant
fascinated her from beginning to end.

100 μm

100 μm

Min proteins play an important role in the cell division of Escherichia coli. They oscillate inside the
cell and tell the bacterium where its center is, and thus where it should divide. Similar dynamic
patterns can be created on synthetic membranes. Using different membrane shapes – in this case,
waves – the scientists investigate the effect of the geometry on the oscillations (above) and
compare their observations with theoretical models (below).

grades, but failed to stand out at her
university, where “some people just
juggled with complicated integrals in
their heads.”
Not her. It looked like she wasn’t
destined to become the great theoretical physicist (nothing less would be acceptable) she had hoped to, after all.
The career advisor in Göttingen
told her about the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, where
a certain Dr. Eigen worked – Manfred
Eigen, the first German of the postWorld War II generation of scientists
to receive the Nobel Prize for Chemistry. Throughout her childhood, her
dad had raved about this man. So, she
transferred to Göttingen.

THE PLAN: A PH.D. IN
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Here she met a student of protestant
theology who would play a pivotal role
in her life. “I cared little about religion,
but we discussed philosophy at great
length.” They became an item and Pe-
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tra Schwille started attending lectures
on “The Critique of Pure Reason” in the
philosophy department’s auditorium.
The physics lectures had quickly become dry and tedious, but Immanuel
Kant fascinated her from beginning to
end. Spellbound, she listened and then
scrutinized what she had learned. “I
found it genuinely interesting.”
She was writing her thesis at the Institute of Medical Physics, and in the afternoons, she’d cross the street to attend
philosophy lectures. She even planned
to do a Ph.D. in philosophy of science.
In the end, her plans were thwarted by
a lack of vacancies in the field.
Instead, there was her father’s hero,
Manfred Eigen, soon to retire. She
wanted to study evolutionary theory
under him, but Eigen suggested something different: fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), a highly sensitive optical method for investigating
the dynamics of molecules. The method consists of labeling the molecules
with a fluorescent dye, which is then
heavily diluted. A focused laser beam is

used to excite the dye, which starts to
glow. This allows sensitive photoncounting instruments to record the
movements of the tiny dye dots.
Manfred Eigen’s laboratory was
strongly involved in the development
and application of this method. Petra
Schwille expanded it by studying the
reactions between two types of molecules using two different dyes.
In 1997, half a year after she received her doctorate, Petra Schwille
went to work at Cornell University in
the US, under Watt W. Webb, in the
very laboratory where the original form
of FCS had been invented.

LEADING HER OWN TEAM,
A PERSONAL GOAL
This is also the lab that developed twophoton excitation. Firing two low-energy photons at a molecule in quick succession will excite it as much as a single
photon with twice the energy. This can
be used to circumvent problems in the
observation of cells. Petra Schwille combined the method with FCS.
She was finally lured back to Germany by the Federal Research Ministry’s
call for applications for “BioFuture,” because this program would allow her to
establish her own research group in
Germany. “It was a dream of mine,” she
says. In 1999, Petra Schwille returned to
the Max Planck Institute of Biophysical
Chemistry in Göttingen as the head of
a junior research group. “I was able to
move into Manfred Eigen’s old laboratory premises, equipment included.”
Things went well in Göttingen – so
well that she applied to become a professor at Dresden University of Technology (TUD) soon after. She had never experienced the GDR, but shortly
after the wall had come down, Petra
Schwille had spent a week in Dresden
with her mother and grandmother. The
city had fascinated her. “When I got the
call from that university, there was no
doubt in my mind.”

Photos: PNAS/MPI of Biochemistry
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That was in 2002, thirteen years after
reunification. The Frauenkirche was
just being rebuilt, and one could still
find bomb-damaged sites between
beautifully renovated old buildings.
The university’s biomedical campus,
however, was brand new.
The former theology student – her
husband since 2002 – was working as
a pastor in Göttingen. They commuted back and forth for two years, until
he finally moved to Dresden. Petra
Schwille’s research was just getting going again when the couple had their
first child. Dresden was the ideal place
for it, with adequate daycare centers
and nannies.
One thing came as a complete surprise to the scientist. “It’s well known
that your brain changes radically in puberty, but no one tells you that the
same thing happens when you’re pregnant. The boost in hormones tries to
program you for motherhood and staying at home. The brain probably
doesn’t relax again until the kids finally move away from home. “But particularly in the early years, biology is simply working against us. The choice is to
conform or do it your own way.” Petra
Schwille chose the latter: she found a
dedicated nanny for her daughter and
went back to the institute eight weeks
after giving birth.
In the end, she had two more children. She laughs. “Once your brain has
changed, you might as well go on with
it.” However, she didn’t experience any
professional drawbacks. “Of course,
there were sleepless nights, but apart
from that, there was no downside.”
Combining motherhood with a career – few female scientists can pull it
off. Many have children as students
and postdocs, and often the biological
trap snaps shut, so mom gives up her
Team meeting: Petra Schwille discusses the
design of a new measuring chamber for model
membranes with Ph.D. student Grzegorz
Chwastek and postdoc Ariadna Martos.
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Her first goal is to use individual cellular building blocks to build a structure
that looks like a cell and can self-divide under controlled conditions.

Biomolecular clocks: Depending on the length of the test chambers – visible as rod-shaped
structures – different oscillations are generated in the cell division proteins MinD and MinE (left).
By isolating Min proteins from bacteria, the scientists can study their behavior in the lab.
For example, wave-shaped patterns can be generated on flat membranes (right).

career to care for the children. Others
concentrate on their research and
choose to postpone starting a family,
but that doesn’t always work out.

CAREER AT LIGHTNING SPEED –
AND THEN MOTHERHOOD
No doubt about it, Petra Schwille is an
exception. She attained her professional goals at lightning speed and
then had children. “I couldn’t have
done it any other way. At Cornell University, I spent 80 hours in the lab every week. I enjoyed it, and back then
I didn’t yet feel the need to start a family.” She encourages young women to
do the same. She doesn’t think that a
strict quota for women in science is
easy to implement. “Rather, we should
look for young, talented women and
create positions specifically for them.
It may seem unfair to talented men,
but we also have to compensate for biological unfairness.”
It wouldn’t have been possible without a partner who didn’t mind fitting
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his career around hers. Petra Schwille’s
husband has had to make some sacrifices. He left his ecclesiastical office in
Göttingen and started over in Dresden
– in medical ethics. He isn’t opposed to
his wife’s plans to create cells in the laboratory. “He’s no dogmatist. Prenatal
diagnosis and end-of-life care are ethically challenging issues. Whether we
should be allowed to create life as such,
on the other hand, is an academic discussion. You have to be deeply religious
to take issue with that.”
After all, Petra Schwille isn’t planning to create artificial human beings;
she’s simply looking to understand
how life as such actually functions, in
its most basic form. “The structure of
the first synthetic cell will be much
simpler than that of a bacterial cell.”
In 2010, Craig Venter claimed to
have produced synthetic cells in his
lab, but that is the subject of some debate, since what he really did was to reverse engineer the genetic makeup of a
bacterium and transplant this to an
empty bacterial cell envelope.

Petra Schwille is taking a different approach. Her first goal is to use individual cellular building blocks to build a
structure that looks like a cell and can
self-divide under controlled conditions.
She aims to achieve this within five
years. “Self-organization is the decisive
principle that creates order. Hopefully
it will allow us to use just a few different types of molecules.”
An example of self-organization is
the cellular membrane and its ability to
change shape. This double layer of lipid molecules forms structures that resemble soap bubbles. Simply shaking
them can cause them to divide. However, random division isn’t sufficient. A
cell envelope has to divide exactly in
half to produce two viable daughter
cells. The scientist is thus looking for
molecules that can be used to exactly
regulate division.

COMPLICATED, ALTHOUGH
THERE ARE SIMPLER SOLUTIONS
“Some of nature’s solutions to problems are superb, but others seem very
circuitous at first glance.” The uncontrolled splitting of membrane vesicles,
for instance, is essentially very straightforward, but nature has come up with
a complicated machinery for vesicle
budding and fusion. “I’m astonished at
the degree of complexity with which
this is realized in the cell. There are certainly reasons for it, but is there really
no easier way of doing it?” Her approach is different, Platonic: What
would be the purest physically possible
form of cell division?
We already know a few principles.
The signal to divide is given by a molecular clock through a chemical reaction.
Once this reaction has produced a suffi-
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Petra Schwille has already received many awards for her work in the field of fluorescence spectroscopy, including the
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize from the German Research Foundation in 2010. This photo was taken at the award ceremony
for the Brunswick Research Prize the following year.

cient amount of a certain substance and
has distributed it in the cell, division
starts. Schwille has already identified a
suitable timing reaction for this purpose. “We now want to link it to the mechanical impulse for division.”
Millions of years of evolution have
produced a lot of molecular “excess baggage.” Petra Schwille wants to eliminate
it all and keep only the bare necessities.
She works like an engineer: Engineers don’t really want to know exactly how a bird flies. They understand the
physical laws of flight and simply build
something that can fly as well. “That’s
probably the reason I didn’t become a
biologist – biologists always want to describe what they see as precisely as possible. I don’t need to know every detail.
I’m only interested in what is necessary
and what isn’t.”

Some biologists are convinced that everything is important; that perhaps life
formed in a primordial soup of countless different molecules and produced
complex structures from the beginning.
“I don’t think so. There are surely molecules or classes of molecules that are
more important than others.”

THE CONTENT OF THE TEST
TUBES POSES NO THREAT
The scientist has no fear that life in the
test tubes will acquire a will of its own
and manage to escape. “Cells are so
complex because they have to be able
to compete with other cells. Our synthetic cells won’t have any defense
mechanisms. Such a defenseless organism will constitute no threat.”

Petra Schwille likes to concentrate on
what is important, both in the cell and
in her professional life, which is quite
full: she is a member of the boards of advisors and trustees of eight renowned
scientific journals. She is also a peer reviewer for the German Research Foundation (DFG) and sits on the board of
several professional societies. In addition to her own research, she has to
write reviews and attend conferences.
At the same time, she has a private
life: her three daughters are now three,
six and eight years old. She likes to
play music and practice for future trips
to the mountains on the climbing
walls in Munich.
A career and family life – it is possible to have both, but only if you know
what is really important.
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Onboard Computer with

a Sixth Sense
Emergency braking systems already prevent quite a few traffic
accidents, but electronic assistants still have no proper overview
of what’s happening on the road. Bernt Schiele, Director at the
Max Planck Institute for Informatics in Saarbrücken, wants
to change this. He teaches computers to anticipate the routes
of vehicles and pedestrians.

T

hey’re called Forward Alert,
Pre-Safe or PreSense and can
be found primarily onboard
expensive vehicles. The systems with the pithy names
are otherwise known as emergency
braking assistants. If a child suddenly
runs into the street or a vehicle speeds
through a red light at an intersection,
the assistant brakes autonomously –
even when the driver is still paralyzed
with shock. These systems scan the
scene on the road in front of the car
with small infrared cameras or radar
sensors. The emergency braking assistant detects objects on a collision course
in fractions of a second – for example, a
pedestrian who is lost in thought when
stepping into the street. The microprocessor analyzes the situation in milliseconds: How fast is the object? Will
there be a collision? Caution. Stop!
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Vehicle manufacturers emphasize that
the emergency braking assistants prevent thousands of accidents every year
in Europe alone. The technology works
and is faster than drivers when they
are in a state of shock, but at present
it is still comparatively stupid. Emergency braking assistants and similar
sensor systems in vehicles can react
only in the final instant. They concentrate fully on an approaching object –
but nothing more. Well-rested car
drivers, in contrast, have the whole
scene in their sights. The ambulance
approaching from the right some distance away, for example, or a fast car
that is briefly hidden by a truck at a
multi-lane intersection and then races
across the intersection. In short, emergency braking assistants can intervene
at the last moment, but they can’t
drive with anticipation.
>

Photo: Daimler AG

TEXT TIM SCHRÖDER
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Alert but stupid: Today’s conventional emergency braking assistants scan the road, as
sketched here, and react to obstacles that suddenly appear. But they can’t anticipate
the movements of other road users. The system developed by the researchers in
Bernt Schiele’s group, in contrast, monitors the traffic in an anticipatory way.
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The same applies to other automatic
systems – robotic assistants, for example. They are now quite capable of taking a tray from the kitchen table and
carrying it into the living room, avoiding all obstacles. But a more complex
scene, where a dog is frolicking about
and children are playing in front of the
kitchen cabinets, still throws the metal helpers off their stride. Scientists are
aiming to teach their machines to take
in complete scenes and especially to
relate the objects to each other. If one
vehicle brakes, then the next one brakes,
as well. Modern automatic systems
can’t usually master such simple logic.
This is why there are still no camera assistants for the blind. The interrelationships are too complex. Pedestrians
avoid each other, then suddenly cross
one’s own path. And pedestrians and
vehicles that are half hidden from
view are regularly overlooked by automatic systems.

A CAR SHOULD NAVIGATE THROUGH
TRAFFIC AUTONOMOUSLY

A pedestrian coming from the right:
The software developed by the computer
scientists from Saarbrücken analyzes
the scene. It recognizes the vehicles and
the pedestrian, monitors the movements
of all road users, and computes whether
a collision is imminent. If danger arises,
it acts autonomously.

Photo: iStockphoto

Bernt Schiele, Director of the Computer Vision and Multimodal Computing
Department at the Max Planck Institute
for Informatics in Saarbrücken, is working toward making assistant systems
more intelligent. He wants to teach
computers to understand a scene just
like humans do – and to act accordingly. Schiele’s research group has developed sophisticated computation rules
that analyze a street scene completely,
registering all objects, pedestrians, vehicles and trucks regardless of whether
they are easy to see or half hidden. If
Schiele and his colleagues were allowed
to do what they wanted to, they would
have a vehicle with their software navigate through traffic autonomously.

Photos and graphic: MPI for Informatics

How a computer understands confusing traffic situations: A classifier determines the probability that a particular pixel cloud
is a pedestrian. Detectors enter the results into a kind of map (left), where there is a high probability that the green areas
represent pedestrians. The software frames the identified road users in a certain color (right) in order to monitor them and
anticipate their movements.

They are already able to register complete street scenes in the images from a
video camera mounted behind the
windshield, observing the traffic. “Autonomous driving will definitely be
here in the future, but of course it isn’t
allowed – yet,” says Schiele. Understanding scenes – it sounds so simple.
Thanks to our experience, we humans
understand the situation at an intersection immediately. Traffic light red: everyone stops. Traffic light green: I can
go. We don’t care how many people are
hurrying to and fro. What a computer
reads from the camera image is something completely different. It sees thousands of pixels, bright ones, dark ones,
red and green ones, and it first has to
learn what these actually mean.
Analyzing a scene thus requires a
whole bundle of ingenious algorithms
that the computer uses to analyze
what is happening bit by bit. First, algorithms that recognize certain structures. Pedestrians are elongated and
have a certain height. They have two
arms and two legs. The front of a car is
flat, truck fronts are high. The next step
is for the software to find out whether
and in which direction the objects are
moving. And third, the computer must
draw logical conclusions: if vehicle
one stops at a traffic light, then in all
likelihood, vehicle two behind it will
stop as well.

The basis of all these analyses is the
probability computation. The program
executes billions of arithmetic operations per second to query the probability that a cloud of pixels really is an
object. Schiele calls this complex form
of computer understanding “probabilistic 3-D analysis of a scene.” It’s worth
mentioning that Schiele uses only one
camera for the three-dimensional –
that is, spatial – analysis. Humans have
two eyes in order to be able to see in
three dimensions. “We compute the
three-dimensional information from
the two-dimensional computer image,” says Schiele.

THE SOFTWARE LEARNS WHAT
CARS AND PEOPLE LOOK LIKE
But first, the researchers in Saarbrücken had to teach the assistant their algorithms: They fed the computer with
training data – with hundreds of images of pedestrians, cars and trucks. The
software thus learned step by step
what vehicles and pedestrians look
like. These recognition programs,
which search through the clouds of
pixels in the camera image for specific objects, are called classifiers. They
detect outlines of objects with the aid
of abrupt changes in the color or
brightness of neighboring pixels. At
the end, they output scores that state

how probable it is that a certain pixel
structure really is an object.
Schiele needs a whole range of different classifiers for the complex street
scenes: for instance, those that recognize environmental structures such as
a street or a tree, and those that scan
the pixel chaos for discrete objects such
as cars, trucks and pedestrians. Classifiers that recognize only complete objects aren’t sufficient here. Special classifiers that Schiele and his colleagues
have trained with parts of objects – an
arm, half of a person’s back, a hood –
are used as well, because this is the only
way that half-hidden objects can later
be detected with certainty. The results
of the classifiers, the scores, are evaluated by larger algorithms, the detectors.
For each individual image in a video sequence, the detectors create a kind of
map, a score map, that records the
probability that each pixel belongs to a
specific object.
In order to determine whether the
detector result is plausible, the computer compares the score map values with
its knowledge of the world. It has
learned with the aid of its training data
what a street or a vehicle looks like.
And there is also the three-dimensional knowledge: The further away approaching vehicles are, the smaller they
appear. Furthermore, vehicles that are
further away are closer to the top of the
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A crucial difference with respect to conventional vehicle assistant systems is the fact
that the software permanently monitors the movement of the objects.

camera image than vehicles that are
nearby. Its real-world knowledge tells it
that a large vehicle couldn’t appear at
the top edge of the image, for example.
A street lamp, on the other hand, isn’t
a pedestrian because it is much taller.
The computer thus checks the plausibility of its analysis for each video camera image: how probable is it that the
objects in this scene actually correspond to the real scene?
Trained in this way and equipped
with real-world knowledge, the software had to be put to the test. The researchers played it real video sequenc-

es that they had recorded in a moving
vehicle and that showed pedestrians
hurrying through the streets of Zurich,
for example. ETH-Loewenplatz, ETHLinthescher and ETH-PedCross2 are the
names of the sequences of images taken by researchers from ETH Zurich,
where Schiele spent quite some time.

THE SYSTEM ANTICIPATES THE
MOVEMENTS OF OBJECTS
It turned out that the classifiers and detectors were often wrong when they
evaluated each image individually, one

after the other. Hidden objects, in particular, were often overlooked. This
changed when the algorithms compared around five successive images
with each other. A non-flickering film
sequence comprises at least 24 images
per second. Moving objects change
their position only minimally from image to image, just like in a flip-book. If
the algorithms take several successive
images into account, their recognition
especially of hidden objects is better.
“The image recognition became much
more robust,” says Schiele. He calls
these analytically fused short successions of images “tracklets.”
A crucial difference with respect to
conventional vehicle assistant systems
is the fact that the software permanently monitors the movement of the
objects from tracklet to tracklet. Emergency braking assistants detect dangers that arise in a flash. In Schiele’s
system, by contrast, the objects “propagate”: when the software detects an
object on the screen, it surrounds it
with a colored frame. The colored
frame moves with the object from
tracklet to tracklet until it disappears
from the scene. If the street is full, dozens of these frames move across the
video image. Thanks to the real-world
model, the system can anticipate very
precisely how an object moves. A pedestrian doesn’t suddenly accelerate to
the speed of a vehicle when the traffic
light turns to green. And a vehicle that
briefly disappears behind an object in
the foreground continues to move in
the memory of the software if all other vehicles also continue their journey
in the same direction.
Teaching the onboard computer a sixth sense:
Bernt Schiele (top), Bojan Pepik, Jan Hosang
and Mykhaylo Andriluka (bottom, from left)
are developing software that even enables
automobiles to drive autonomously.
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The onboard computer of the vehicle on the right derives a three-dimensional understanding of the traffic situation from a two-dimensional image,
- . The software uses the real-world knowledge it has learned to compute
as depicted in the diagram. A camera films the street scene with the angle O
the speed Vi of the approaching vehicle from its height Hi, the distance Oi to this vehicle, and its change in height.

The speed of the analysis is remarkable.
It’s not just the 24 images per second
that are important. If you want to keep
an eye on the flowing traffic and analyze it in real time, you have to be faster than that. The complete and complex probability computation is carried
out in milliseconds. This permanent
rapid analysis has the advantage of protecting against nasty surprises. A vehicle that races into the intersection hidden by a line of stationary vehicles
could possibly be overlooked by emergency braking assistants. With the 3-D
scene analysis, it should be discovered
early when it briefly appears in the gaps
between the stationary vehicles.

Some of the software components developed by Schiele and his team will
soon be used for the first time in the
US in a vehicle driving autonomously.
But first the pedestrian and object detectors need to show what they can do.
Schiele wants to test how the detectors
work together with radar and laser
scanners under conditions that are as
realistic as possible. One of the objec-

TO THE POINT
●

Emergency braking systems stop at the last moment when a child or a vehicle
appears in front of an automobile. They can neither analyze nor anticipate the
behavior of other road users.

●

Automatic 3-D scene analysis utilizes a probability analysis to recognize other
road users, even when they are temporarily hidden, and can compute their
movements in advance.

●

Anticipatory assistants can be realized with little technical effort and can
control a vehicle autonomously; they also allow robots to move in a complex
environment.

Graphic: MPI for Informatics

VIDEOS FROM A CAMERA IN THE
REAR-VIEW MIRROR
Vehicle manufacturers are, of course,
also interested in teaching vehicles an
anticipatory understanding of the events
happening around them. In fact, Schiele
has been cooperating with such companies for many years. He and his fellow scientists were provided with a vehicle with a small camera on the rearview mirror to take the vehicle video
sequences, for example. “But this isn’t
just about vehicles,” says Schiele. On
the contrary, the probabilistic 3-D scene
analysis is more suitable for analyzing
very different film sequences – for instance also for the images from the
camera eyes of a robot in a domestic environment or in a factory.

tives is to make do with as few radar
and camera systems as possible and, in
particular, to use commercial ones like
those already used in vehicles. The
technical effort required to realize the
system must be within reason if it is
ever to provide a driver with a sixth
sense for traffic, or even, at some
point, take over the steering wheel
completely.

GLOSSARY
Classifier: Software that recognizes objects in traffic situations. The classifier decides
on the basis of probability values, known as scores, whether a specific pixel
accumulation in the image of a real scene is the object on which it was trained with
images – of vehicles or pedestrians, for example. Each class of objects requires special
classifiers.
Detector: A program that collates the results of the classifiers in a score map. For each
pixel in an image, it records how high the probability is that it belongs to a specific object.
Tracklet: Sequence of about five images in a video sequence, which are taken together
in order to evaluate a scene. Since this results in larger jumps in the movement from
tracklet to tracklet, the detector’s recognition particularly of partially hidden objects is
more reliable.
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Greenhouse Gas

from the Garden
temperature, or as a product of microbial activity. But there are also other ways.
Junior scientists working with Frank Keppler from the Max Planck Institute
for Chemistry in Mainz discovered unexpected sources of methane: plants, fungi,
soil – and even meteorites.

Photo: Thomas Hartmann Fotodesign

It is commonly thought that methane forms either chemically, at high pressure or

TEXT MAREN EMMERICH

T

he man doesn’t exactly seem
like a revolutionary. Nevertheless, he is the one who
turned conventional thinking around on the chemistry
of methane in 2006: not only do microorganisms in bogs, moors and the
stomachs of ruminants produce methane, but plants, too, release that most
common of all carbon compounds.
Moreover, they do this under aerobic
conditions, in the presence of oxygen
– thus contradicting a second and longstanding paradigm about the formation
of the molecule known primarily as
swamp gas. Now Frank Keppler and his
fellow scientists have fanned the fire:
fungi are also sources of methane, according to the new insights gleaned in
the laboratory at the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry in Mainz. But first
things first.

MICROBES AS SOURCES OF
GREENHOUSE GAS

Illuminating stress: Plants release higher
levels of methane under UV light.
The precursors are contained in the
substance pectin, found in the cell wall.

Ten years ago, the chemistry of methane was well understood. Composed of
carbon and four hydrogen atoms and
having a greenhouse gas effect some 25
times as high as that of carbon dioxide,
scientists then knew of only two ways
for this substance to form. A single
group of microorganisms is responsible
for about two-thirds of the roughly 600
million metric tons that reach the atmosphere globally each year. These
methanogenic single-celled organisms,
known as Archaea, colonize systems
that lack elemental oxygen, such as rice
fields, moors and the digestive tracts of
animals. They survive in these environments on the energy released when hydrogen and carbon dioxide react to
form methane and water. The remain-
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below

Lavender (Lavandula angustifolia) produces more methane when the researchers gently compress the leaves or cut them up (left).
If they nourish the plants with methionine tagged by an isotope, it can be detected in the methane. The scientists compare
the methane emissions of various plants in the lab, including rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis) (right).

right

On the trail of greenhouse gas: Katharina Lenhart and Frank Keppler discuss a new experimental setup with which they want
to measure methane emissions of plants.

ing third of gases results from chemical
reactions that take place under very
high pressure or at high temperatures,
for instance in the Earth’s crust or during forest fires or wildfires.
No one questioned that this methane cycle was closed and complete
when Keppler returned to Heidelberg
from a research residency at Queen’s
University in Belfast, where he had
done his Ph.D. a few years previously.
Up to that time, the young geochemist
had investigated primarily monohalomethanes. These compounds play an
important role in the natural destruction of ozone in the stratosphere. They
consist of three hydrogen atoms and a
chlorine or bromine atom bound to a
central carbon atom. Keppler and his
colleagues had determined that plants
release bromomethane and chloromethane, especially as they mature.
“The transition from bromomethane or chloromethane to methane isn’t
a big step chemically,” explains Keppler. “You simply exchange chlorine or
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bromine for hydrogen. This suggests
that methane can theoretically form
from these compounds. Initially, however, we lacked the means to investigate
this analytically.” That changed with
Keppler’s move to Thomas Röckmann’s
group at the Max Planck Institute for
Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg. “There,
I simply took the plant material that
was also known to release bromomethane and chloromethane,” he reports.
“And lo and behold, we did indeed detect methane.”

SUNLIGHT STIMULATES AND FUELS
THE FORMATION OF METHANE
Even at just 30 degrees Celsius, both
freshly cut leaves and dried ones produce measurable amounts of methane,
according to the results of the first lab
experiments. When the scientists repeated the experiment at various temperatures, they made an interesting observation: each increase of 10 degrees
Celsius doubled the speed at which

methane was released – right up to a
temperature of 70 degrees Celsius.
From this, it became clear that the
process couldn’t involve enzymes. Enzymes are proteins that accelerate biochemical reactions in all living organisms. However, the enzymes required
for methane production lose their
structure, and thus their effect, above
42 degrees Celsius. It made hardly any
difference whether the scientists used
fresh leaf matter or previously sterilized
samples. However, the rate of emission
was many times higher if the plants
were exposed to sunlight beforehand.
The article about the findings that
the team working with Frank Keppler
and Thomas Röckmann published in
the journal NATURE in 2006 broke with
the general view that there were only
two mechanisms of methane formation. “This work triggered a real storm
that went on for half a year. We received countless requests for interviews
and e-mails of every sort. Some of these
were euphoric about the discovery, but

Photos: Thomas Hartmann Fotodesign (left), Photocase (right)
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod
tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua.

there was also angry hostility expressed,”
Keppler recalls.
A number of critics suspected that
the methane was formed in the soil by
microorganisms, and the plants served
as chimneys through which the gas escaped. Keppler has no doubts about
this, either. “But there is an additional
process that takes place in the plant itself,” says the scientist. He and his colleagues have since gathered proof of
this. This proof stems from studies in
which the researchers tagged molecules
with stable isotopes. As a result, individual atoms within these marker molecules have a different mass than their
common counterparts in the environment. Heavy hydrogen, also known as
deuterium, is one well-known example
of a stable isotope.
To prove that plants actually release
methane themselves, the scientists in
Keppler’s research group manufactured
pectin molecules – plant sugars that
contain the precursors of methane. The
scientists tagged these compounds with-

in the pectin molecules with deuterium.
When they exposed the pectin molecules tagged with deuterium to UV light,
methane formed containing these heavy
hydrogen atoms. This proved unequivocally that the plant pectin released
methane in a purely chemical process
stimulated by UV radiation.
Other research groups came to similar conclusions in their investigations
of the extent to which stress responses
in general cause plants to give off methane. Regardless of whether the scientists triggered the stress by UV light, injured the plants by cutting them, or cut
off their oxygen supply – the response
was a consistent increase in methane
formation.
To date, scientists can only postulate about the mechanism through
which the stress-induced formation of
methane arises. They assume that the
cells unload excess electrons that have
accumulated, for instance due to oxygen deprivation, on methyl groups –
thus reducing them to methane. Ac-

cordingly, the temperature dependency
the researchers observed in their experiments arises from the fact that chemical reactions proceed faster at higher
temperatures than at lower ones.

THE ORIGIN: A VITAL AMINO ACID
However, even if the hypothetical
mechanism itself were confirmed, this
would not explain everything. “There
is still an additional methane pathway
that involves not just plants, but fungi
as well,” explains Frank Keppler. Methionine appears to play a key role in this
process. This amino acid is an important component in the metabolism of
all organisms.
Keppler’s team member Katharina
Lenhart, among others, reverted to isotope-tagged methionine when she investigated the formation of methane by
fungi. Like pectin, methionine contains
a methyl group that can easily react to
form methane under certain circumstances. “We tagged this methyl group
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A DISCOVERY WITH BROAD
IMPLICATIONS
The scientists could clearly demonstrate through these experiments that
the addition of tagged methionine
leads to an enrichment of tagged methane in the gaseous phase. “There is only
one explanation for this. The methyl
group of the methionine has been split
off and transformed into methane,”
says the plant ecologist.
In contrast to plants, which also
form methane through the purely chemical, stress-induced process, fungi form
the gas mainly from methionine, according to current scientific knowledge.
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This mechanism proceeds only as long
as the fungi and plants are alive. “After
we killed the fungi by boiling them, we
could no longer measure any methane
emission,” reports Katharina Lenhart.
It therefore apparently involves a biochemical process rather than a purely
chemical one. Otherwise, the process
would continue in the dead plant matter. The scientists were able to exclude
the possibility that methanogenic microorganisms play any role, since they
made sure in the initial stages that neither bacteria nor Archaea were present.
The discovery could have broad implications, as the amino acid methionine occurs in all living systems. “Now
of course we are trying to establish
through experiments whether methionine can function as a fundamental
methyl group donor for methane in
plants, fungi, algae and mammals,” explains Frank Keppler, alluding to the future plans for his research group.
The amount of the gas released by
these sources is secondary for him.

What interests Keppler is filling the
gaps in the course books. It’s clear
from his findings thus far that there
are additional methane pathways,
ones that depart from established
models, ones that run neither via microbes nor via high pressures or extreme temperatures.
“The paradox is that these processes take place under aerobic conditions,”
says the chemist. Methane, the most
strongly reduced organic compound of
all, should be formed under conditions
of oxygen starvation. “But now we’ve
found processes that take place in oxygenated environments and represent a
third pathway. Now we need to investigate this system step by step.”
These additional methane pathways
aren’t restricted to the Earth. After all,
methane isn’t released only from organic substances in the Earth’s soil by
photochemical processes. The scientists
have also observed formation of the gas
in meteorites that contain several percent carbon. “Methane could be formed

Photo: Thomas Hartmann Fotodesign

in the methionine with a heavy carbon
atom,” explains Katharina Lenhart.
“Then we fed the tagged methionine to
the fungi under sterile conditions. We
subsequently took gas samples from the
closed vessel and investigated the concentration of the methane as well as its
isotope signature.”
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left

The scientists in Mainz measure the isotope composition of methane with the aid of a mass spectrometer. Using the isotope’s
signature, they can determine which process formed the gas.

below

From forest to lab: White-rot fungi (Phanerochaete chrysosporium) flourishing on spruce (left). The researchers cultivate it
in glass vessels to measure the methane emissions. In contrast, determining how much methane plants and fungi produce in
the wild, such as glowing yellow stagshorn (Calocera viscose, right), is difficult.

this way on Mars, for example, without
life forms playing a role,” Keppler believes. Contrary to the Earth, Mars
doesn’t possess a protective ozone layer that shields it from the majority of
incident UV radiation. For that reason,
this process is probably even more relevant there than it is here.

Photos: MPI for Chemistry (2)

OTHER POSSIBILITIES
DISREGARDED
As to the question of why many additional sources of methane could have
remained undiscovered for so long,
Keppler identifies two reasons. “For
one, there is, of course, the common
school of thought that Archaea produce
methane – which they do, indeed, do
on a large scale. That prevented many
people from even beginning to consider other possibilities at all.” He sees the
second reason as having to do with
analysis techniques. Compared to the
methane concentrations in the atmosphere, often it is only trace amounts

that are released by plants, fungi and
soil. “You have to exclude all the other
sources very carefully to say with certainty that these sources actually do
form methane.”
Despite this, the scientist was never in doubt about his findings. Keppler
undertook all aspects of the plant
studies himself – from taking the samples right through to carrying out the
measurements. He is so experienced
with analysis that no one does a better job. However, he is also willing to
admit mistakes. “What I’m not happy
about, in retrospect, is the extrapolation we calculated in 2006,” concedes
the scientist.
At that time, he and his co-authors
assumed that all plants form methane
at the same rate they measured in their
lab experiments. They projected that a
total of 60 to 240 million metric tons
of methane per year could originate
from plants. The upper figure would
correspond to 40 percent of the total
global budget – it was clear to Keppler

and his fellow scientists that the rate at
which plants form methane couldn’t lie
in this order of magnitude.

THE RELATIONSHIPS ARE MORE
COMPLEX THAN ASSUMED
To their chagrin, many scientists still
cite this upper value today. “What
they fail to take into account, unfortunately, is that this extrapolation was
modified over the course of time, just
like any other result,” Keppler says
with regret. “We have since come a
good deal further along and are examining the underlying mechanism.”
And it’s becoming increasingly clear
that the relationships in nature are significantly more complex than originally assumed.
“Plants and fungi don’t occur in nature as isolated monocultures,” says
Katharina Lenhart. “A great many bacteria live right on the plant’s surface.
Some of these are, no doubt, types that
oxidize methane, and thus destroy the
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molecule.” Methane is also broken
down in plants. These degradation processes haven’t been included in any of
the budgetary calculations up to now.
So it’s entirely possible that current calculations are underestimating the ultimate order of magnitude for all methane sources and sinks.
Frank Keppler assumes that the disregarded methane degradation processes could make a 5 to 10 percent difference in the total budget. “If this is the
case, then we need additional sources
to balance the budget, of course,” says
the researcher. “That has no impact on
the total methane content in the atmosphere, but it would certainly affect the
magnitude of individual sources and
sinks.” With stress-induced formation
of methane and the biochemical pathway via methionine, it still isn’t clear
whether Frank Keppler’s group has
identified all the sources that compensate for the degradation processes that
were previously neglected.
Due to the large number and complexity of the processes that need to be
taken into account for methane formation and degradation, Keppler and his
team don’t want to risk making any fur-
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ther predictions at the moment about
how their discoveries might affect the
overall atmospheric methane budget.
In any case, Frank Keppler and
Katharina Lenhart don’t think that restricting formation of methane in
plants and fungi as a way to constrain
greenhouse gases is a good idea. These
processes have always been going on;
they don’t originate from human activities. “If you wanted to stop man-made
climate change, you would have to intervene elsewhere,” Katharina Lenhart
believes. “It wouldn’t make sense to
employ any sort of means to prevent
plants or fungi from giving off methane.” “If we wanted to reduce methane
emissions, eating less meat would be
considerably easier,” adds Frank Keppler. “That would have a much more
noticeable effect.”

DESCRIBING THINGS THAT WERE
PREVIOUSLY INCONCEIVABLE
The scientists see it as their mission to
first understand how these processes
actually proceed in nature. “It helps
that we have natural scientists of all
sorts in our group, from geologists and

plant ecologists to food chemists and
physicists,” says Frank Keppler. “Otherwise, we wouldn’t be able to shed light
on all the facets of such a broad topic.”
What fascinates him about methane is that it is the most commonly occurring organic compound anywhere –
whether in the atmosphere or in the
Earth’s crust. Scientists have also repeatedly established a relationship between this simple molecule and the origin of life. Stanley Miller employed it,
for instance, in his famous experiment
in 1953, when he replicated the early
conditions on Earth in his lab. “Describing things that were previously inconceivable holds a certain fascination,” suggests Keppler. “Just like the
headwind you encounter when you go
up against the prevailing school of
thought,” adds Katharina Lenhart. She
experienced this for the first time with
her study of fungi. Frank Keppler has
since become accustomed to it. Nevertheless, he still remembers well how
stressful he found the resistance he initially encountered to his work on the
formation of methane by plants.
“For example, the Florists Association called us up and claimed that we
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Methane producers from space:
Meteorites also release greenhouse gas when the researchers
irradiate them with UV light.
Markus Greule takes a sample to
determine the concentration.

were disgracing their industry and said
we should retract the publication. And
then there were the people who had
planned vacations in the rainforest and
asked if they needed to be afraid of being poisoned.” He laughs about these
experiences today. “But faced with the
situation, you do feel some responsibility. It was quite stressful to deal with
the first wave of reactions. However, I
also learned a lot from it all. And it
brought me into contact with people
who think differently than what the
traditional textbooks teach.”
Katharina Lenhart thinks it’s great
that her boss is unimpressed by conventional opinions and, to the contrary, that he’s prepared to ask what underlies them. Keppler himself describes
the approach that he also follows in his
other scientific projects thus: “I take a
look at the processes in the world

around me, and I regard patterns that
catch my eye as intriguing and interesting. Then I check whether these processes have already been described in
studies. And if they haven’t, I plan a
new research project.”

This process inevitably results in him
describing things that don’t please everyone. Keppler doesn’t see himself as
a revolutionary. “Though I do sometimes get the impression that I am,” he
adds with a grin.

TO THE POINT
●

Methane originates via a chemical pathway, at high pressure or temperature, or
as a product of microbial activity. Plants, fungi and even meteorites also emit this
greenhouse gas.

●

Plants produce methane when stressed, for instance under UV irradiation. Part of
the gas originates from pectin, a component of the cell wall. Unlike microorganisms,
plants produce methane in the presence of oxygen.

●

Plants and fungi also release methane from methionine, an amino acid that is part
of the metabolism of all organisms.

●

Carbonaceous meteorites give off methane under UV irradiation, too. That could
play an important role on Mars. The existence of methane thus doesn’t constitute
proof of life on the red planet.
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A Hard Piece of Work
Everyone who has worked for a long time wants to enjoy a sufficient pension. But is this
still realistic given the scale of demographic change? How could the social insurance system
be reformed to take the pressure off contributors and still prevent poverty in old age?
Axel Börsch-Supan conducts research in the politically charged field of pension financing,
extended life expectancy and the threat of declining solidarity at the Munich Center for the
Economics of Aging (MEA), part of the Max Planck Institute for Social Law and Social
Policy. He says the most important area to improve upon is labor force participation.

INTERVIEW RALF GRÖTKER
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You study the macro-economic consequences of an aging society. What is the most
pressing problem in this respect?
AXEL BÖRSCH-SUPAN: Our main challenge
is how the productive capacity of the economy will develop in the future. In the decades ahead, there will continue to be a lot
of people in Germany who want to consume goods and services. On the other
hand, there will be fewer gainfully employed people available to produce the required output for the economy. This impacts the financing of pensions, among
other things. An even greater problem
could be financing health care, because
this is an area in which costs are rising
even faster than in pensions. Our ability to
absorb this development depends primarily on economic growth. Without more labor force participation, the demographic
shift toward a higher proportion of older
people will see Germany slipping down the
ranks of the world’s strongest economies.
What concrete consequences can be
expected?
If we don’t succeed in helping more older
people, women and young people to participate more in the labor market, our economic standard of living will fall by around
a sixth by 2050. And that’s not all. This isn’t
a one-time wave that we can just duck under in order to outlive the problem. If we
follow the projected development into the
future, the downward trend does slow
somewhat, but the standard of living will

remain at a low level. A sudden return to
the current level can’t be expected.
How will the anticipated decline in the
standard of living impact the different income groups?
We have only a macro forecast, which allows us to make statements about average people. It’s difficult to estimate how
the effects will be distributed among the
different income groups. Over the past
few years, the gap between rich and poor
has grown ever larger. At the moment,
the relationship seems to be constant.
Future development is completely open
and could go in any direction. The only
thing we can say with any certainty is
that the situation of migrants and single
parents hasn’t improved.
How do you produce forecasts like this? Are
there also forecasts that reach a different
conclusion?
We use mathematical models. The findings are relatively robust: none of the forecasts predict that things would get better
or stay the same if conditions don’t
change. Essentially, it’s a very simple formula. The models are based on an economy that comprises about as many people
as today. After all, we don’t expect a substantially shrinking population for the
next 25 years. Quite the opposite – the
German population even grew again in the
past year. But year for year, the number of
children starting school is decreasing.

These are the future gainfully employed
workforce. This makes calculations simple: What does an individual gainfully employed person currently contribute? How
much less do we get if the number of gainfully employed people declines?
Where do policymakers have to get involved to cushion the economic effects of
demographic change?
The most important area to work on is labor
force participation. In Germany, there are,
for instance, still relatively few people who
are gainfully employed by the age of 24. Germany also has a low participation of women in the workforce, as many work parttime. That’s why we have lower productive
capacity in the economy compared with the
Scandinavian countries or Switzerland. Another area to be looked at is reforming college conditions so that people can start
earning a living sooner. Likewise, we need a
sufficient supply of childcare places to allow
people to better reconcile work and family.
These are all measures that increase the
quantity of available productive capacity.
Other approaches relate to quality – we
have to improve the level of education. We
know from the PISA and TIMSS studies that
we in Germany have a relatively poor
school education. We are systematically
creating a real emergency situation in education, particularly among people with a
migration background. Unemployment is
concentrated within this group, as is poverty. We have to address this.

SIMULATIONS: MEA-PENSIM
MEA-PENSIM is a simulation system developed at the institute
that can be used to investigate how economic and demographic
factors change under mutual dependence.
One question that researchers are addressing is: What would
the long-term consequences be if self-employed people were integrated into the national system of pension insurance? It is under
discussion as a suggested reform, as it is suspected that a large proportion of non-socially insured self-employed people currently
generate only low levels of income and don’t have sufficient pension plans in place. When they are old, this group will be reliant
on government aid. The results of the simulation studies show
that the inclusion of self-employed people leads to a reduction in
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pension insurance contributions in the short to medium term because the new group of people pay contributions, but initially
claim hardly anything back. This takes the pressure off the middle generations from the 1960s to 1980s, whose perspectives have
been particularly impacted by the reforms of the early 2000s,
which agreed a reduction in the pension level. So in the end, this
measure leads to greater equality between generations. However,
in the long term (by 2060), contributions would reach the same
level without self-employed people in all of the scenarios investigated. If one were to assume that self-employed people have a
higher life expectancy because of their social background, the contributions would even be slightly higher.

“Pension policy is secondary” says Axel Börsch-Supan and warns: “If we don’t succeed in helping more older people, women and
young people to participate more in the labor market, our economic standard of living will fall by around a sixth by 2050.”
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How can research help to implement these
strategies?
We can do two things: First, we have to
analyze the status quo in the areas of education, poverty and health. We still have
far too many prejudices here. One example is the much-cited fear of rising poverty, particularly in old age. In fact, however, it is children in single-parent households who are most impacted by poverty!
Another example is the view that retirement as late as age 67 is practically impossible because most employees are either
worn out or sick by 65. Wrong! Most people in the 60-70 age range are doing fine.
We also know that 70-year-olds enjoy a
substantially better level of health than
they did 20 years ago.
Why is that?
The improvement has nothing to do with
the fact that typical age-related illnesses
are occurring later in life. After all, human
biology changes very slowly. The disabling
effects of typical age-related illnesses,
however, are occurring later because modern medicine and technology are making
it substantially easier to live with these illnesses. One example: disabilities stem-

ming from cardiovascular diseases are
considerably less common than they used
to be. This is due primarily to the fact that,
today, anyone who has a problem with
their heartbeat gets a pacemaker. Pacemaker batteries are even replaced for
85-year-olds, if need be. In the past, no one
would have dared to do this.
How do you come to make reliable statements on the health of older workers?
You can’t just ask people how healthy
they think they are. Some people like to
complain, while others brag. It has to be
measured. You take blood and look for
stress hormones, analyze blood sugar
and check how many people have diabetes. You ask the study participants to
walk a bit and then you look at their physical performance.
Do you only measure them? You don’t ask
any questions?
Of course we also ask questions – for instance about money. We do it all here at
the institute: a huge data collection project called SHARE – Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe. This allows
us to ask also very different questions

than those relating to the health of the
over-50-year-olds. We also investigate
how people react to political measures.
How rapid and how strong are the reactions? Do some things cause people to react in a completely different way than policymakers actually intended? Here we also
attempt to identify causality. This is difficult because many things happen at the
same time, so several causes for the observed phenomenon always have to be
considered. We have to look carefully at
the statistics and see what has changed in
which situation and how. The SHARE data
enables this because it is collected in 20
countries in parallel, making international comparisons possible.
How can you use the survey results to make
statements relating not only to health, but
also to the performance of older people in
their work?
There are a whole host of studies that focus on cognitive ability alone. Most people need glasses or a hearing aid at some
point. Reactions also slow down. On the
other hand, older people perform better
than young people when it comes to experience, soft skills and dealing with excep-
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INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR: SAVE
As part of the SAVE study, academics and scientists from the MEA
are examining how people in Germany save and make provision
for the future. SAVE is designed as a longitudinal study, surveying the same households every year. The data provides information on how people react to political measures. One important
topic is the government funding for Riester pension insurance
contracts. The investigations show that people with lower incomes and a lower level of education take out these contracts less
often than better-educated people even though the funding is
more generous for the former group.
At the same time, the study also found that purely financial
incentives are often not enough to encourage people to act. “We
asked people: Are you entitled to Riester funding? And: Are you
employed in a profession that requires social insurance? Is your
partner? Many answered: I am employed in a profession that requires social insurance. But at the same time, they stated: I’m not
entitled to funding. That’s a clear contradiction,” explains Michela Coppola, a department head at the MEA. Another question
was then why they hadn’t concluded a Riester contract. The majority answered: I don’t have any money left over. However, the
analysis showed that the frequency of this answer was relatively
independent of the actual income situation. Coppola explains:

tional situations. We carried out a very interesting study together with Daimler: for
four years, we monitored working groups
of 12 to 16 people working on the production lines in a truck assembly plant. Work
at some stations is heavily standardized:
the conveyor belt always runs at the same
speed. Now and again, though, errors occur. This allows productivity to be measured. We observed that older people make
more small mistakes, while the younger
people make the catastrophic errors. Catastrophic errors cost the factory more!
Which clearly shows that employing older
people also has its advantages.
It’s all about the mix. Working groups that
consist exclusively of older people are less
productive overall than mixed teams! And
this isn’t restricted to truck manufacturing. We are currently also carrying out a
study with a large insurance company, and
are seeing very similar results. Another example: Younger employees produce more
patents. But turning the patents into saleable products – that’s something the older
employees are more likely to do. You earn
money by combining the two.
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“This indicates that people don’t see pension planning as a motive for saving.”
We also wanted to know whether the study participants believe they will receive a basic pension when they are old – which
could mean that a private pension would be unnecessary, because
this would be taken into account for the amount of the basic pension, which is comparable to Hartz IV unemployment benefits.
The results of the survey indicate that the probability of being
entitled to the basic pension in old age is often overestimated,
especially by those in the lower income classes.
Furthermore, the survey results from SAVE also make it possible to more precisely assess the successes of the Riester policy
to date. General statistics provide only information about the
number of newly concluded insurance contracts. However, it is
only by examining the individual levels that we can see to what
extent non-government-funded life insurance has been replaced
by the subsidized Riester contracts. These figures actually give
cause for skepticism. Especially in a particularly savings-oriented country such as Germany, researchers use the SAVE data to
show that the additional incentives to make private pension provisions via Riester funding are incredibly low. Taxpayers’ money
would therefore presumably be better invested elsewhere.

Now let’s talk about the topic of pension
policy. Last year, together with other MEA
researchers, you published a comprehensive
statement on the federal government’s
pension reform plans …
Could I stop you here? I’ve been researching
pensions for 20 years. My name is always
associated with this topic – in fact, to an extent that I can no longer bear. When it
comes to an “aging society,” everyone immediately thinks of old people, and then
talks about pensions and pension policy.
That’s the wrong approach! Even in 2050,
there will still be more people under 50
than over 50. In this context, pension policy is secondary. Much more important than
talking about minimum pensions are better education policies. You can already see,
in people around the age of 20, who will be
receiving the basic pension later. That’s
something that depresses me and that I can
get really upset about. We have to do more
about this! We’re sending young people
with no school diploma out into the world
and then wondering why they’re long-term
unemployed, why they can’t get enough
points together for a pension, and why
some might even turn to a life of crime.

Nevertheless, you also get involved in the
discussion about pension reform. In particular, you criticized the plans for a “Lebensleistungsrente” – a pension based on how
much a person worked in their life. Why?
The draft law about this is designed in such
a way that the benefits for those affected
by poverty in old age aren’t even achievable. At the moment, the debate is about
an eligibility requirement that is based on
40 years of pension contributions in order
to be a recipient of a pension subsidy. This
is a qualification that those people who
most desperately need the pension subsidy won’t be able to achieve. Another criticism: the pension subsidy is a redistribution from young to old, burdening young
pension contributors. But those are exactly the ones who will suffer the most under
the weight of demographic change.
How much of an influence do you think
academics have when they advise policymakers?
You can get lucky and have a huge influence, or you can talk until you’re blue in
the face and nothing happens. Everyone
knows, for instance, that all the experts

are against an unlimited pension guarantee. However, this idea can no longer be
shifted out of the political process. Or the
pension at 67: Initially, this proposal
failed in the Rürup Commission. But Mr.
Müntefering saw that there was no other way. He used his power as a minister
to get the pension at 67 adopted. Another example: The “sustainability factor” in
the pension adjustment formula, which I
suggested several years ago, was adopted one-to-one.
What is the sustainability factor?
The basic idea behind it is that if there are
fewer contributors in the entire system,
then on the one hand, pensions have to be
reduced, and on the other hand, contributions to social insurance need to rise –
both to an extent that the younger and
older generations are impacted in exactly
equal proportions. That is what the sustainability factor stands for.
What criteria should be used to evaluate
political measures that respond to demographic change? Does fairness play a role,
for example?

“You can get lucky and have a huge influence, or you can talk until you’re blue in
the face and nothing happens.” Max Planck Director Axel Börsch-Supan is in demand
among policymakers and the media alike.

It is difficult for an economist to use such
an emotionally charged term as fair distribution. It can be seen as unfair if someone
works a lot and receives the same amount
as someone who works a little. But you
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INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON: SURVEY OF HEALTH,
AGEING AND RETIREMENT IN EUROPE (SHARE)
How do people living in the European Union countries age? Answering this question, with a view to using the opportunities of demographic change systematically, is the aim of the international survey project SHARE, which is being coordinated by the MEA.
The first representative survey of the financial, health and social situation of
the population in the 50+ age group was carried out in 11 countries in 2004. Now,
roughly 90,000 study participants from 20 countries are surveyed every two years,
reporting their life stories. This allows researchers to examine how they deal with
important events that occur in their lives, such as reaching pension age or becoming widowed, or how changes in the institutional framework (such as reforms in
the healthcare or pension system) impact the quality of life of older Europeans. In
addition, people’s grip strength, lung volume and walking pace are measured, for
example, allowing health indicators to be compared across a number of countries.
The data is now used around the world by over 3,000 researchers from different disciplines. Numerous articles in scientific journals document the extensive
analysis of the data that provides a scientific basis to support decision-making processes in national and European policy.

can also see it as unfair that one person
earns a lot and another little. Yet between
these there is a contradiction: it’s impossible to rid the world of both forms of unfairness in one fell swoop. In this situation, an economist, as a scientist, can’t
say anything.
Last question: What has changed for the
MEA now that the institute has been integrated into the Max Planck Society?
In contrast to what is otherwise the case
with the Max Planck institutions, we
haven’t set up a new institute. I founded
the MEA in Mannheim in 2001 before we
moved the entire operation to Munich in
2011. It goes without saying that we’re delighted to have gained a long-term basis
for our research work with our integration into the Max Planck Institute for Social Law and Social Policy. Above all, however, we have since also gained a broad
interdisciplinary peer group of Max
Planck directors and young researchers
with whom we can discuss issues on an
academic basis. We work closely with the
Max Planck Institutes for Demographic
Research, for Human Development and
for the Study of Societies. That is a massive gain for us.
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Coffee Withdrawal
Coffee: It leaves some people feeling fit and refreshed; in others, it makes their heart race. Scientists
have developed several decaffeination processes to allow even people who react badly to caffeine
to enjoy a cup of the “black brew.” Kurt Zosel from the Max Planck Institute for Coal Research in
Mülheim an der Ruhr came across one of these processes quite by chance in 1967.
TEXT MAREN EMMERICH

But it was almost another century before a scientist succeeded in
producing palatable decaffeinated coffee. Ludwig Roselius, a coffee merchant from Bremen, used benzene as a solvent to remove
the stimulant content from the coffee beans. In 1905, Roselius patented his process and, the following year, established the company Kaffee HAG. However, in these early days, commercially available decaffeinated coffee contained traces of benzene. From a current perspective, slogans like “Always harmless! Always wholesome!” which the company used to advertise the product at that
time, seem ironic at best.
The story of the discovery of a second process for removing
caffeine from coffee is also inherently ironic. The method originated as a byproduct in Kurt Zosel’s laboratory at the Max Planck
Institute for Coal Research. Zosel was investigating new ways of
separating mixtures of substances.
Kurt Zosel, the son of a doctor, Gustav Zosel, and his wife Antonie, was born in Cologne on October 12, 1913. He obtained his high
school leaving certificate in 1934 and subsequently embarked
upon a degree in physics. He continued his studies in Berlin from
1937 onward. In 1939, he was drafted into the Wehrmacht (German
armed forces) and wounded; he spent the end of the war in a military hospital. After the war, he moved to Aachen, where he returned to his studies, this time opting for chemistry. In 1950, Zosel obtained his degree. As a doctoral student, he joined the research group led by Karl Ziegler at the Max Planck Institute for Coal
Research in Mülheim an der Ruhr; Ziegler subsequently went on
to win a Nobel prize. Zosel remained at the institute after obtaining his doctorate in 1952.
He worked with supercritical carbon dioxide. Gases enter a supercritical state when they are put under very high pressure and
when, simultaneously, the temperature rises above a certain
threshold. Carbon dioxide becomes supercritical at 30.1 degrees
Celsius and at a pressure above 73.8 bar. Supercritical carbon dioxide exhibits a range of properties, making it very popular in the
A resourceful researcher: As early as the 1960s, Kurt Zosel from the
Max Planck Institute for Coal Research began to use supercritical
gases to separate substances. He achieved his first success with the
decaffeination of coffee.
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The average German drinks 150 liters of coffee every year, and
many legends surround the history of our favorite drink. One of
these is about a memorable encounter that is supposed to have
occurred on October 3, 1819 in Jena. On this day, chemist Friedlieb
Ferdinand Runge paid a visit to poet and privy councilor Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe, who had a task for him that was of personal interest to himself.
With the words “You can use these in your experiments,” the
poet handed Runge a small package of coffee beans he had received from Greece. The story goes that Goethe hoped the chemist would discover whatever it was in those coffee beans that
caused his insomnia. His hopes were realized when, two years later, Runge identified caffeine.

FLASHBACK_Coal
RÜCKBLENDE_Lockstoffe
Research

Hag for the heart: In 1905, Ludwig Roselius
patented a process for removing caffeine from
coffee beans. However, the first commercially
available caffeine-free drink contained traces
of benzene – not exactly a healthy option!

chemicals industry. It may separate certain substances from a
mixture of substances, while leaving others unchanged – Kurt Zosel used it for this purpose. In 1967, he noticed that caffeine was
one of the substances that dissolved in supercritical carbon dioxide. Three years later, he registered his “coffee decaffeination process” for a patent.
In his patent specification, Kurt Zosel describes how the coffee beans must first be moistened in a pressure tank with steam
and hot water, making the beans swell up. In a neighboring vessel, carbon dioxide is brought to a supercritical state by heating
it to 70 degrees Celsius and subjecting it to 162 bars of pressure.
The gas is first pumped through a water bath and then through
the coffee beans. Part of the water passes to the beans and, at the
same time, draws the caffeine out of the beans.
The supercritical carbon dioxide is then cooled to 25 degrees
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WESTDEUTSCHE ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG, March 24, 1978

This year, for the first time ever, a major German roasting house
will filter the caffeine out of green coffee beans. So even those
suffering from heart conditions will soon be able to enjoy the
aromatic drink.«
Celsius and liquefies as a result. In this state, it passes through an
activated carbon filter, which captures the caffeine. In the final
step, the water must be removed from the coffee beans again. This
is done by channeling dry, supercritical carbon dioxide through
the mixture.
By 1970, less poisonous extraction methods, such as dichloromethane and ethyl acetate, had long since replaced the benzene
from the original decaffeination method.
But even these substances can damage the body if they are
taken orally. In addition, these compounds not only remove the
caffeine from the coffee bean, they also remove some of the flavor, impairing the taste of the liquid end product. Moreover, it is
almost impossible to remove the solvent completely from the
bean mixture following the extraction process. The industry and
consumers therefore gratefully accepted Zosel’s idea.
In 1978, a year before he retired, Kurt Zosel was awarded the
Ruhrpreis für Kunst und Wissenschaft (Ruhr prize for art and science) by the city of Mülheim an der Ruhr. The chemist who revolutionized decaffeination died ten years later.
Today, scientists still work with supercritical carbon dioxide
at the Max Planck Institute for Coal Research, which the Kaiser
Wilhelm Society founded in 1912 as the first research institution
to be based outside of Berlin. Nils Theyssen’s research group uses
this medium to produce nanometer-sized metal particles. The re-

searchers then use these particles as highly efficient catalysts to
accelerate chemical reactions. “We are particularly interested in
converting sugars into bulk chemicals, which can then be processed in a variety of ways,” says Theyssen.
His Ph.D. supervisor, Walter Leitner, who now works at RWTH
Aachen, sparked his enthusiasm for working with supercritical
carbon dioxide.
“We can now see examples around the world of the industrial application of the extraction process that Zosel developed,”
says Leitner.
For example, a Spanish company uses supercritical carbon
dioxide to clean wine corks to prevent unwanted cork taint. In
Korea, chemists use supercritical extraction when manufacturing soya oil.
Supercritical carbon dioxide is still used in the decaffeination
of coffee today: the process is used around the world to extract
caffeine from 100,000 tons of raw material every year. Kraft Foods
is one of the companies using this method – the Group’s decaffeination building is located on the grounds of the former Kaffee HAG
plant. The company’s product managers see two major advantages in this decaffeination process: the supercritical carbon dioxide
can be removed following the extraction process without leaving
any residue, and it is also a natural solvent. However, the method
is relatively expensive, which is why scientists have spent years
searching for coffee beans that are naturally caffeine-free.
This is a difficult undertaking, as the plants produce this substance for a reason: as a natural insecticide, caffeine keeps predators at bay. In coffee varieties that don’t produce caffeine, bitter
compounds take on this role, but they also adversely affect the
taste of the coffee.
The solution seemed to be within reach at the end of 2003: Brazilian Paulo Mazzafera discovered a caffeine-free coffee plant containing relatively few bitter compounds. Yet his hopes of making
the seeds of this strain commercially viable have not been realized
to date: the plant delivers very low yields and has so far defied all
efforts to increase the yield using various breeding methods.
In other laboratories, molecular biologists struggle to use genetic engineering to switch off the instructions for caffeine production in the coffee plant. This, too, is proving a major challenge,
as the plant with the reddish-brown beans steadfastly resists
these types of interventions in its genome. It’s also to be expected that some consumers will boycott decaffeinated coffee made
from genetically modified plants. So the future for the decaffeination process using supercritical carbon dioxide, which Kurt Zosel discovered by chance in 1967, seems to be secure, at least for
a while yet.
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By Young Scientists, for Young Scientists
Interact symposium takes place for the sixth time

One final push the evening before Interact 2013: In a lab at the genetic engineering center of LMU, the University of Munich, bags are being stuffed
with promotional gifts as if on a production line. Almost the entire organization team has turned up to pack
pens, pads, Post-It notes, energy drinks
and candies. Goody bags for the participants, presentations, poster sessions:
Is this really a normal conference?
Yes, it is! Some 24 hours later, the
pre-event in the Anatomy Department
of LMU started on a musical note with
the Trio Scientifico before the first presentations begin. Ruth Gil Prieto of
Harvard Medical School Boston, and
Jan Korbel of EMBL Heidelberg, then
delivered two presentations on the subject of “Science & Society,” whetting
the appetite still further for a beer to
wash the evening down. In an entertaining account of her own personal career, Ruth Gil Prieto encouraged the
participants not to shy away from
change, while Jan Korbel homed in on
the subject of personalized genome research. His story of a patient with metastasizing liver cancer was like science
fiction in real life: the 65-year-old patient’s genome was sequenced, the
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dent-run meeting that runs incredibly
well,” he remarked in praise of the organization team. The team was comprised of doctoral students from the
Max Planck Institutes of Biochemistry,
Neurobiology and Psychiatry, the two
Munich universities and the Helmholtz
Center Munich. The number of positive
responses from those taking part confirmed the success of the conference.
“The secret of Interact lies in the high
density of researchers working in the
life sciences in Munich, and in their
keenness to explore their immediate
environment,” suspects Interact organizer Anja Kretzschmar. One thing she
is sure of: “The event is bound to lead
to more than one joint venture in the
future.”
Of course the event ended in celebrations – with the relieved members of
the organization team being among the
first on the dance floor. There were
even a few organizers who signed up for
2014. And Brian Sutton enjoyed himself so much that he would like to come
back next year.
www.munich-interact.org

An opportunity to learn from the luminaries in their field: Munich doctoral students
are paying rapt attention.
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Providing fresh insights into the brain’s
visual cortex: David Fitzpatrick, Director
at the Max Planck Florida Institute,
was the keynote speaker at Interact 2013.

treatment adjusted accordingly – and
his life expectancy has already doubled.
Interact is just what the name says:
At its heart lies interaction between
young researchers. Some 300 doctoral
students, postdocs and master’s students gathered in mid-March in the Audimax at the Technische Universität
München to hear exciting presentations and view the posters put up by
colleagues. Jean Beggs, professor of genetics at the University of Edinburgh,
gave a detailed overview of her field of
specialization, RNA splicing. Around 50
percent of genetic diseases are caused
by defects in the processing of ribonucleic acid, leading to the formation of
defective proteins. The second keynote
speaker, Brian Sutton of King’s College
London, enthralled the audience with
his presentation on allergies and antibodies, as well as a host of curiosities
from the world of crystallography.
David Fitzpatrick, Director at the
Max Planck Florida Institute and the
third of the keynote speakers, was very
impressed by the wide range of topics
covered at the conference and the enthusiasm of those taking part. “A stu-
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“Exist” Offers a Path to Independence
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How former MPS doctoral students use their scientific expertise to set up new businesses

Federal funding makes it possible to set
up in business outside of the world of
science after completing a doctorate.
But it’s not just a question of money.
Remaining in the world of science after completing his doctorate just wasn’t
an option for Dennis Fink – but he still
wanted to be creative. Together with his
partner Wolfgang Hankeln, another former doctoral student at the MPI for Marine Microbiology, he came up with an
idea that was as simple as it was successful: they advise researchers on how to
describe scientific contexts in a way that
can easily be understood. But without
support, it wouldn’t have been so easy
to establish their agency, “mediomix”.
“The year of “Exist” funding helped us,
above all, to develop our customer base
and our network,” says Dennis Fink.
Each year, around 1,000 students
complete their doctorates at the Max
Planck Society. Given that not all of
them intend to make a career in science, programs like “Exist” are important to help them set up in business.
This funding program by the Federal
Ministry of Economics is aimed explicitly at former students who have graduated within the past five years. In contrast to the support provided by Max
Planck Innovation, the program also
lends itself to business concepts that require comparatively little start-up capital and – as in the case of mediomix –
are not based on MPS research results.
“We focus on helping researchers use
graphics technology to communicate
their subjects and their findings,” Dennis Fink explains.
Both their training and their scientific networks were important – even essential – in enabling them to offer professional advice on these matters: In
order to apply for “Exist” support, every
team of would-be entrepreneurs needs a
mentor and a non-university research
institution or partner university with a
new business start-up network. Such
networks provide the opportunity for
regular contact with other new entrepreneurs, as well as the supporting technical and physical infrastructure.

Dennis Fink (left) and Wolfgang Hankeln of “mediomix” illustrate the ocean’s fundamental
processes with a self-made globe model. Their installation made a great impression at the Science
Summer in Lübeck in 2012, where it won first place in the “Wissenschaft interaktiv” competition.

Applications can be submitted at
any time by universities and research
institutions on behalf of a team. A detailed paper is required setting out the
new business idea, along with CVs and
references. These are then evaluated by
a committee of experts using a 13-point
system that covers a variety of aspects,
including innovation and market potential.
Teams that score between seven and
eight points the first time around have
the opportunity to boost their score in
a bonus round. “After about three
months’ wait, we were given the green
light and were able to get started,” says
Dennis Fink.
Support is then provided for one
year. A maximum of 22,000 euros is
available to pay for materials and
training. In addition, up to three team
members each receive a monthly
grant of around 2,500 euros. It sounds
quite good, but the twelve months are
soon over and it’s time to stand on
your own two feet. This is where networks can help in finding further financing after the start-up phase, for
example from high-tech new business
development funds.

“The grant made it easier for us to make
the transition from the world of science
to our new role as independent entrepreneurs,” says former Göttingen-based
doctoral student Simon Bungers, who,
together with colleague Florian Hauer,
set up the free digital laboratory notebook “labfolder” service with Exist support. Naturally enough, networking is
the top priority for their project, given
that close interaction with doctoral students and scientists at the MPS has been
vital in the development of “labfolder.”
In February this year, while still in the
initial funding period, the team released
the first usable version of their digital
laboratory notebook at labfolder.net.
FUNDING FACTS
●

●

The Exist Foundation receives between
260 and 300 applications each year. Applications can be submitted at any time
– there is no set deadline.
In 2012, 130 teams of would-be entrepreneurs were awarded grants to help them
on their way to independence. According to the Foundation, the success rate
is around 50 percent, even when viewed
over several years.
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Building Networks for Equality

A women-only group picture: The equal opportunity officers of all Max Planck Institutes
meet once a year.

For the majority of the approximately
90 participants, the 17th conference of
equal opportunities commissioners was,
in fact, a first: between November 2012
and March 2013, 65 Max Planck institutes elected new commissioners and
deputy commissioners; in the rest of
the institutes, elections had been held
earlier, are still to be held, or women
were appointed to the positions. An average of almost 60 percent of the female
employees participated in the elections:
in line with the federal legal provisions,
men were not called on to participate
in the decision-making. Whether this
is to remain the case was the subject of
very heated debate at the conference,
which was held at the MPI of Molecular Physiology in Dortmund. As Central
Equal Opportunities Commissioner and
organizer, Ulla Weber focused on the
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opportunities afforded by the conference for the equal opportunities officers to get to know each other and
share their experiences. This was also
promoted by workshops on various aspects of the equal opportunities officers’ work, which were led by some of
the officers themselves.
The fact that the importance of
equal opportunities has been increasing for some time was demonstrated
by Ute Zimmermann, Director of the
Executive Department “Equal Opportunities, Family and Diversity” at TU
Dortmund. She showed how her university has succeeded in promoting
the DFG’s Research-Oriented Standards on Gender Equality with the
help of innovative approaches to the
extent that the issue of equal opportunities has now become firmly estab-

lished within the university’s structures. In contrast, Ludwig Kronthaler
stressed the MPS’s maxim that equal
opportunities can’t be achieved through
control and regulations, but through
the commitment and dedication of
scientists of both genders.
However, the MPS is not yet satisfied
with all that has been achieved in this
area up to now. Hence, the equal opportunities officers of the organization’s
sections are now invited to attend the
meetings of the committee for the promotion of female scientists (MPG-Ausschuss “Förderung der Wissenschaftlerinnen”), and some institutes even advertise positions for scientific members. For
the equal opportunities commissioners,
the next step – as a separate group in the
MPS network maxNet – is network building. As Ulla Weber sees it, next to conveying expertise, this is the most important measure for fostering the recognition and development of equal opportunities. An external trainer presented
ideas about the role that the equal opportunities commissioners can assume
in their institutes in this regard. However, in Ulla Weber’s view, whether the
commissioners can and wish to see
themselves in more of a consultative,
supportive or monitoring role greatly
depends on the specific culture and
willingness of the individual institutes
to engage in equal opportunities issues.
A pragmatic approach must be adopted
– a process that Weber describes as
“changing reality while also taking reality into account.” Moreover, each of
the equal opportunities commissioners
must be allowed to decide for themselves which priorities they will set in
their activities and which objectives
they want to pursue.

Photo: MPS

Establishing an environment that promotes equal opportunities: This was the objective presented
by Ludwig Kronthaler at the annual conference on this subject
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